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01. Silica

02. Aging agent

06. Sulphur

12. Kevlar bead

What makes a tire the fastest in the world? Is it a low 
rolling resistance? Better traction? More grip? We say 
all of the above, but as riders, we’ve grown used to 
compromise. That’s because most tires are made from 
carbon black rubber. And most of these tires have a 
hard time being good at more than one thing. Call it a 
DB145?K��2ED�>?2?4I�9C�81@@I�G9D8�C5DD<9>7Q5C@5391<<I�
when their job is on the line. 

With tires, we saw a challenge, and our solution came 
with a single, funny sounding word: Gripton®.
 
Invented by an industry-leading team of scientists and 
engineers, Gripton® is a proprietary mix of synthetic 
rubber and an activated Silica compound. Yes, this 
secret recipe is made in something of a black site lab, 
but the tires it creates are being won on in plain sight 
across the globe and in every condition. Remember that 
rainy World Championship in Spain where the win was 
decided on a wet descent? Gripton®. Or in Richmond 
where Peter Sagan broke free along the corners of 
Governor Street? Gripton® again.

“A nuanced craft with so many variables 
that it’s viewed by many as something 
between alchemy and dark magic.”

You see, our compound has a more open molecular pore 
structure, so it absorbs less energy when rolling. This 
means that the tire will experience less internal friction 
when deformed, so there’s less heat buildup and energy 
loss. And while there’s way more talk to be had around 
hysteresis induced energy loss or our three-phase 
compound mixing process that’ll make or break the 
21D38��G81D�I?EU<<�V>4�=?CD�9=@?BD1>D�9C�D81D�?EB�D9B5C�
have at least 10% less rolling resistance than the closest 
competitor, 30% more traction in wet conditions, and 
it’ll roll smoother, longer, and faster than any tire on 
the planet. Don’t believe us? We have graphs and data 
points, but we think that all it’ll take is for you to give 
them a spin and see for yourself.

specialized.com/tires

Gripton®



13. Butadiene rubber

03. UV agent

04. Process oil

07. Zinc oxide 08. Stearic acid 09. Carbon black

05. Accelerator

10. Standard Rubber #5

15. 120 TPI nylon casing
14. S-Works Turbo tire

11. Natural 
rubber







#ASKGNC

JUST ASK GNC.

HOW CAN YOU 
MAKE FUELING 
SIMPLER?



It’s hard to imagine a sport 
in which the nutrition 
pendulum has had a more 
drastic swing than cycling. 
During the early grand tours, 
baguettes, cheese and wine 
fueled champions. Then, 
sports nutrition research hit 
its golden era. Carbs were in, 
fat was out and our fueling 
strategies went from old 
world to space age with gels 
in foil-lined pouches.

Today, the pendulum is 
returning to center. What and 
when to eat are becoming 
less science and more art. 
And just like art, it’s all about 
personal preference. 

It’s not a free-for-all. We don’t 
suggest going on a licorice 
bender for your next long 
ride. Here are some of the 
things you can ease up on 
and those things that still 
matter—so you can still ride 
your best without the stress.

  1. DITCH THE TIMER  

If you set a timer for when to drink and 

fuel, congratulations—all that dinging has 

made you everyone’s least favorite riding 

buddy. Don’t be that guy. You don’t need 

to be. Unless it’s super hot, your timing 

doesn’t need to be so exact. Experts 

suggest you drink more to thirst than time. 

Nutritionally, workouts over 90 minutes 

require fueling on-the-go. Aim to eat 

something—like a GNC Pro Performance 

Oatmeal Protein Deluxe Bar—about 

every 45 minutes. Keyword being “about.” 

No timer needed.

2. EMBRACE FOODS YOU 

CAN PRONOUNCE 

There’s a time and a place for technology 

(Hello, carbon everything!), but there’s 

beauty in the basics. For a while, the more 

science-speak there was on fuel labels, 

the more effective they seemed. Today, 

real, whole foods are showing up in more 

and more ingredient lists. Riders still need 

their protein bars and other fast-fuels, 

but now are choosing ones with more 

recognizable ingredients like fruit, nuts 

and whole grains.

3. DON’T FEAR FAT 

Carbs should still be your primary source 

of fuel while riding, but fat can help too. 

<HS��IDW�IUHH�PDQLD�LV�RIŵ�FLDOO\�RYHU��

Your stomach processes fat slowly, so 

consuming it during long rides helps 

you feeling full as the miles tick by. Plus, 

eating fat and carbs together can help 

balance blood sugar. If you get that 

blood sugar spike after a hit of pure 

maltodextrine, pair it with a bit of healthy 

fats, like those found in nuts.

4. BEWARE OF FLAVOR FATIGUE 

A cyclist cannot live on “mixed berry” 

alone. If you’re riding all day, switching 

between sweet and savory can keep 

you motivated to fuel consistently. Plus, 

savory items—like almonds or pretzels—

usually have salt, which helps replace 

sodium lost via sweat.  

5. HYDRATE WISELY 

During those hot rides, it’s important 

to pay close attention to your hydration 

levels. To be sure you’re getting enough, 

weigh in before and after a tough ride. 

According to the American College of 

Sports Medicine, you should drink 20 

ounces for every pound lost during the 

ride. But don’t just chug down water. 

Fluids that contain carbohydrates are 

absorbed faster. So for optimal hydration, 

grab a sports drink that’s 8% carbohydrate 

and has electrolytes, like GQ-6 Flooid.

6. RECOVER RIGHT 

Don’t sweat the exact ratio of carbs and 

protein post-workout. While a few studies 

have shown that a 3:1 or 4:1 ratio is ideal, 

other studies are showing that a wider 

UDQJH�VHHPV�WR�ZRUN�MXVW�ŵ�QH��,Q�IDFW��DV�

long as you snack on something with both 

protein and carbs—like AMP Wheybolic 

Extreme 60 Original—within an hour your 

body should have what it needs to rebuild 

for tomorrow.

COAST THROUGH YOUR FUEL PLAN
It’s time to shift the way you think about fueling your ride.

Have Questions? Get Social!

Check out GNC FAQs
for answers about:

Fitness • Diet • General Health 

Supplements •�6SHFLŵ�F�&RQFHUQV

GNC.COM/JUSTASK

HOW DO YOU KNOW
WHAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU?

JUST ASK. WE MAKE IT SIMPLE.
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YOU NEED TO

TRAIN, RACE 
& RECOVER?



E X C L U S I V E LY  A T

You’re heading out for a tough workout and you need more hydration than one 

bottle of GQ-6. What can you do? Schlep a 30oz canister along with you? Not likely.

We’ve got the perfect solution. Score one of our FREE reusable pouches to take with 

you. Portable and sustainable—no waste like packets or stick packs—just fi ll it up with 

your favorite GQ-6 fl avor and you’re off .
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Batch tested to ensure 

no banned substances.

I  GOT MINE.

Log on to gq-6.com and fi nd out 
how you can get  FREE reusable 
pouches of “your own”.
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� BEST OF ALL: CAPS. Three colors of 
caps top off our new kit (which also 
includes bibs and socks). See it all in our 
online store, shop.bicycling.com. And if 
you want anything, get off the start line 
quick—only around 200 sets are available.

EVERY RIDE CAN TELL US WHO WE ARE. BUT 
WE NEED ALL THE RIDES WE’VE EVER DONE
TO UNDERSTAND WHAT WE’VE FOUND OUT.

From our
generally bike-
and pedestrian-

unfriendly American
transportation 

infrastructure, to 
the lack of legal 

accountability that 
emboldens or at 

least enables dan-
gerous drivers, to

the weather, to our
cultural obsessions

such as working 
long hours and 
binge-watching
Netflix, people

looking for reasons 
to not ride a bicycle

have plenty to 
choose from. I con-
sider the 21 cyclists 
we profile starting

on page 45 to be 
our New Heroes 
because they’re 

changing and influ-
encing the world in 
ways that inspire 

and empower more 
people to get on 
bikes—and, once 

people (like you and 
me) are there, to get 

on bikes more.

3
FUNNY STORY ABOUT OUR LOGO, which we 
changed exactly a year ago—it started with a jersey. 
When we decided to update our popular red stripey 
jersey and bring out a second edition, we asked 
the legendary design and font savants at House 
Industries to take on the challenge. Building off 

the foundational elements of the previous version and where 
they’d seen the magazine going, they gave us a jersey (below) 
that is thoroughly modern but full of heritage, that has as much 
energy as it does class, that is distinctive while feeling universal. 
“Love it,” I said. “I’ll take that in a medium—and a logo.”

4I go a little gooey and a lot un-
hinged—and can’t help writing it 
that way—when I review a bike I 
love. (I’m still unsure if the staff 
is aghast or in awe of my closing 
comment about the Speedvagen 
OG1, on page 92.) In contrast, one 
of the best things our test team 
does is to cut through all the noise 
and confusion to explain tech in 
simple, useful, accurate terms. 
Their summation of the state of 
mountain bikes—part of our off-
road Editors’ Choice awards on 
page 68—might be the smartest 
thing we’ve published all year.
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POTENZA: (italian) noun – power, intensity, 

strength, the newest groupset in the Campagnolo® 
Revolution 11+ family. 
Fantastic Campagnolo® top range performance 
available to all with the added benefi t of more 
versatile 11-32 gearing. With Potenza 11TM no climb 
is too severe and no competition too fi erce. 
Build the power, intensity and strength of 
Campagnolo® on your next bike: ride Potenza 11!

CAMPAGNOLO POTENZA 11
TM

: 
RIDE ANYTHING, RIDE ANYWHERE.
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In 2011 I took a job at a bike shop. A customer invited me to a local Sunday ride. I was 
relatively new to group riding, so before the pack started to turn up the heat, my friend 
said, “Make sure you don’t attack—these guys are crazy fast.” I was fresh from two years of 
collegiate swimming and ignored his advice. After a few minutes I looked over my shoulder 
and realized only three of the original 100 riders were with me. There’s this euphoric 
feeling I’d get during swim races when I’d peek into the lanes next to me and see nothing 
but water. This was the first time I’d felt that on a bike, and now I can’t stop chasing it.
JORDAN BERNS TEIN, 24 / ENGINEERING S TUDENT / LOS ANGELES

THE ONE THING
THAT CHANGED IT ALL

B R E A K I N G  AWAY

I N S IG H T S ,  I DE A S ,  A N D I N S P I R AT ION F ROM A L L K I N D S OF R I DE R S



Integrated fork

Improved vertical compliance

Available in Black/Green with Ultegra Di2 and 

Black/Red with Ultegra

The all new GTR SL takes the place of the US National Championship winning Zero.9 model. 

Redesigned from the ground up, GTR SL features a new endurance geometry for longer ride 

comfort, high modulus 60Ton carbon fiber for race-level power transfer performance, and 

variable tube sizing to ensure consistent ride quality and performance across all sizes.

Learn more at wilier.com.

WILIER TRIESTINA: BORN IN 1906. 
MADE FOR 2016.

#LOVEMYWILIER

OFFICIAL SPONSER

follow @wiliertriestina on:

W I L I E R . C O M
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(doing the elastic): In English, when riders who’ve been struggling to hang onto a group 
finally lose contact we say they’ve broken the elastic; this French phrase, more like praise 

for resilience than a condemnation, refers to the valiant struggle to hang on, when the 
rider repeatedly lets a gap open then claws back to the group. SAY: fair lass-teek

(the flight): a delightfully colorful 
Italian term for a breakaway. (Careful 
with this in groups speaking multiple 
languages—in Spanish la fuga means 
‘leaking,’ which could cause all kinds 

of confusion.) SAY: la foo-gah

20    BICYCLING.COM  •  JULY 2016

(in a double boiler): Italian for being caught dangling alone between groups. The 
image refers to a bowl suspended over or placed into a boiling pan of water for 

cooking—always thinking about food, those Italians. SAY: in ban-yo-ma-ria

(make the hole): In Italian, you are at the 
rear of a paceline and fading backward, 
so someone else has to fill your spot—

either because you’re too cooked to con-
tribute to the group effort, or you’re 

thinking tactically and want to save ener-
gy for later. SAY: far-ray eel boo-koh

A few years ago, I was riding in 
a particularly uncomfortable race in 
Southern France. It was a long, hot, 
hilly day, and I desperately needed to 
pee. Despite there being a large pelo-
ton to follow, I wasn’t totally sure of 
the direction we were about to head: 
down into the valley or up into the 
hills? I wanted to make sure I relieved 
myself before the climbs so, using 
one of the handy phrases I’d picked 
up from riding among the French, I 
asked a rider close to me if we were 
going straight on, by saying, “Tout 
à droite?” He looked at me, slightly 
put out, and flatly replied, “Non,” in 
a tone and posture that let me know 
this was clearly more of a dismissal 
of me and my question than a real 
answer. So I asked another rider—
who completely blanked me. The next 
just shrugged. And so it went on as I 
asked each racer. I probably started 
being a bit louder—you know, so they 
might understand me better. I still 
had gotten no answer when the pace 
started to rise, and I realized there’d 
be no convenient toilet stop. In confu-
sion over my treatment by the racers, 
I just put my head down and rode—
until I was dropped.

Later, I found out that what I should 
have been asking was, “Tout droit?” But 
what I had actually been barking at the 
riders was French for “all to the right,” 
which in cycling slang means “as hard 
as we can go.” (When the chain is in the 
farthest right position on the chainring 
and the cassette, you’re in your hardest 
gear.) The riders thought I was telling 
them that our pace was too slow and 
that we should go all-out. No wonder 
they’d all been annoyed by Le Rosbif—
slang for “roast beef,” an unflattering 
nickname for British riders.

From “dropping the hammer” to 
“domestique,” the language of cycling is 
an international amalgamation, and one 
of the pleasures of being a bicycle rider 
is communicating in evocative phras-
es. But as my experience shows, the 
nuances matter. Here are 11 of the most 
useful, colorful terms—and advice on 
when and how to employ them.
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(100 for 100): the Italian version of a 100 percent, 
full-gas effort. SAY: chento pear chento

(full bin): If you’re doing a spring 
Classic in Belgium (or riding a dirt 

road in your hometown) and some-
one screams this Flemish term, go as  

hard as you can. SAY: foll-back

(bottle of honey): You 
might know this French 

term as a sticky bottle—
when a rider pretends to 
be getting a water bottle 

from the team car but 
hangs on and gets a tow. 

It’s become a general 
term for getting a push or 
pull when you need one. 
SAY: bee-don oh mee-ell

(on the hook): Spanish for being at your limit—those times when if the 
 pace picks up even a tiny bit, you’ll be finished. Like a fish on a hook being 

pulled from the water, a rider in this state is leaning far forward and  
gasping. The same experience is al gancio in Italian, though it references the  

idea of hanging like meat in an abattoir. SAY: ell gan-cho

(at block): another common French 
term for all-out efforts. SAY: ah block

continued on p.22

(water-bottle escape): 
Aside from the image of 
riders leisurely sipping 

water while others attack 
off the front, the literal 
translation from French 

makes little sense in Eng-
lish. This is a breakaway 

that’s more or less allowed 
to escape because no one 
is worried the riders will 
stay away—traditionally 

to give a team a chance to 
get some TV airtime, or to 

let local riders lead the way 
into their hometowns and 
make their families proud. 

SAY: esh-a-pay bee-don



Go à Bloc
continued from p. 21

(a stab in the gutter): When a crosswind forces riders to fan across the road seeking shelter, 
someone can get what in English is known as guttered—stuck in the wind, directly behind a 

rider, instead of sitting in the sheltered space beside. This distinctive French phrase conveys 
a sense of malice to the act of guttering (or being guttered). SAY: un coo de borr-derr

In French, the suf-
fix -eur changes a 
verb into what’s 
known as an agent 
noun—so grimpe 
(climb) gives us 
grimpeur, a word 
that designates an 

especially gifted climber. This construc-
tion also gives us the rouleur (a Classics 
specialist, or road captain), baroudeur (a 
rider who loves to attack and mix it up), 
puncheur (an aggressive rider who loves 
hills), and coureur (most simply, a rider or 
racer, but with connotations of possess-
ing more class than the mere team rider). 
It’s in fashion these days to amuse (or 
needle) your riding friends by making up 
terms simply by adding the suffix: poseur, 
whineur, leadeur, crasheur, et cetera. 
Have fun as you will, but one request from 
this cycling curmudgeon: For pronuncia-
tion stick with a flat-sounding err instead 
of the overcomplicated, tortured-vowel, 
walrusy ohhhh-uuuuueeerrrr that bleeds 
from the mouths of most English speakers 
attempting to sound French.—G.A.

A CYCLING  
VOCABULARY 
EXPANDEUR
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Bike-fit expert Mat Steinmetz has worked with some 
of the world’s most high-profile cyclists—including 
members of Team Sky. Here’s how he can make you 
faster, too.  BY MICHAEL DAMIANO 

Stories

Find All the Watts
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She 
Just 

Keeps 
Going

W
hen Juliana Buhring, 35, started rid-
ing her bike around the world in 2012, 
she was already a best-selling author. 
Her memoir, Not Without My Sister, 

exposed sexual abuse in the Children of God 
cult she escaped from in 2005. Some 18,000 
miles and 152 days later, and despite just eight 
months of training, the British-German rider 
set the first women’s Guinness World Record 

for circumnavigating the planet by bike, a jour-
ney she recounts in her new book, This Road I 
Ride. In 2014 Buhring tied for fourth overall and 
placed first among women in the Trans Am, a 
self-supported scramble from Oregon to Virginia. 
BICYCLING caught up with Buhring, who lives 
in Naples, Italy, to talk about her adventures—
and how she plans to shake up the Race Across 
America (RAAM) this month. —Jon Billman

Stories

continued on p. 28



WORK OUT
NOT IN
This is where it all begins.                                                                              

When you start your own FITNESS REVOLUTION.                                           

When you decide to work out, not in.                                                                                                                     

When you trade in four walls for two wheels.                                                             

And you become the one who’s taking you places. 

START THE CYCLE with the ALL NEW

CANNONDALE.COM/QUICK



What does it feel like 
to go from being a 
noncyclist to arguably 
the best female ultra-
distance racer in the 
world in an extremely 
short time?  
I don’t see it that way. 
It’s an ongoing process. 
There are probably tons 
of women out there with 
the potential to do bet-
ter than what I’ve done, 
but who haven’t tried. 

Your first book was a 
best seller; now your 
second book is com-
ing out. That makes 
you a professional 
writer, doesn’t it?
[Laughs] The first book 

achieved its purpose—we 
meant it as an exposé to 
shut down the group, and 
they disbanded. But a part 
of me really wishes I hadn’t 
written it. There’s always 
that stigma: You grew up in 
this dark childhood, there-
fore you must be damaged. 
So a lot of what I’ve done 
since then is show that 
that’s not necessarily so. 
It’s all about the future, it’s 

not about the past. And 
so I have had some ex-cult 
kids, and kids who have 
struggled with difficult 
childhoods, contact me to 
say thank you so much for 
changing people’s ideas of 
us by being yourself and 
doing what you do. For 
me that’s meant a lot. 

I definitely bared my 
soul in This Road I Ride. 
It was kind of hanging on 

YOU CAN CHANGE ANYTHING. 
IT’S ALL ABOUT THE FUTURE; IT’S 
NOT ABOUT THE PAST.‘‘

Crushing 
the 2014 
Trans Am 

on Highway 
287, south 

of Ennis, 
Montana
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www.colnago-america.com

 

A UNIQUE 
FRAME 

WITHOUT 
COMPARE
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me for a while, just getting 
the experience down—in 
a way, the ride around the 
world was closing a chap-
ter on one part of my life. 

Do you train by your-
self or with a group?
I train alone. I follow a 
program by Billy Rice of 
Invictus Cycling and Per-
formance. He’s based 
in Texas. I’m riding on 
the road exclusively now 
because I’m training for 
RAAM, but Billy’s des-
perately trying to get me 
to do Tour Divide [the 
2,745-mile race down the 
Continental Divide from 
Canada to Mexico].

You’ve spent a lot of 
time riding in America. 
Any foods you crave 
when you’re not here?
Sweet potato fries. 
Can’t find them in 
Europe. Looove ’em.

So about RAAM—
what the hell?
RAAM came about 
because everybody keeps 
comparing it to Trans 
Am. I never thought I’d 
do it, but friends and fans 
came together around 
me. They’re all from my 
tribe—crazy unsupported 
racing cyclists [laughs]. 

Does that attention 
add any pressure?
No, not really. I’m gonna 
be in my element, sur-
rounded by people who 
are awesome. I’m not 
doing it to prove anything,
just to have a good ride 
and to see how far I can 
push myself supported. 
Apparently I did some 
serious damage to my 
knees during the Trans 
Am. The more weight I 
put on the bike, the more 
stress on my knees. So, 

I’m trying a race with 
no weight on the bike. 

Thanks to a mal-
functioning seatpost 
bracket, you rode a lot 
of the Trans Am with 
your seat way too low. 
Was that the cause 
of your knee issues?
It exacerbated them. I 
was riding these crazy 
climbs with my knees way 
up high. After I got off 
the bike I couldn’t walk 
for almost a week. They 
actually had to wheel-
chair me onto the plane 
to go home. I did bad 
damage to the cartilage. 
I went to experts who 
said, “We’d advise you to 
stop racing ultras now, 
but knowing you, you’ll 
keep cycling anyway, so 
just keep going.” So that’s 
what I’m doing. Carrying 
on. My knees feel great 
most of the time. I’m feel-
ing pretty confident. 

You have a big role in 
Inspired to Ride, the 
2015 documentary 

about the Trans Am.
I think [director Mike 
Dion] was trying to make 
me into more of a badass 
than I am. But it was a 
really fun ride. Every-
thing that could possibly 
go wrong goes wrong 
for me, but it’s really just 
about plugging on anyway 
and finishing, and that’s
what people relate to. 

Kansas seemed
particularly diaboli-
cal during that race. 
What were you think-
ing about there?
There were crosswinds 
and headwinds basically 
the whole way through. 
I remember one guy tell-
ing me that he sat in the 
ditch by the side of the 
road, crying. You swear a 
lot—until you realize your 
throat is so dry from the 
hot winds in your face all 
day that you’ve lost your 
voice. You hunker down 
and turn on an audio-
book—my choice through 
Kansas was a Lovecraft 
series, which turned out 
to be delightfully dis-
tracting. It’s best to find 
a way not to think at all, 
because the moment you 
do, your brain starts fight-
ing you: What rational 
person would willingly put 
themselves through that 
kind of relentless agony?  

And you’re thinking
Tour Divide? 
It’s the other one every-
one’s been bugging me 
about. It might be 2018. 
I’m thinking of taking a 
gap year to do a long 
ride, without the pres-
sure of racing, to give 
my mind a rest. Maybe 
a ride from the tip of 
Alaska to the tip of South 
America. Just for me, so 
I don’t lose that passion. 

‘‘I’M GONNA 
BE IN MY 
ELEMENT, 
SURROUNDED 
BY PEOPLE 
WHO ARE 
AWESOME.

Stories
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The New Way to Pick Wine
Carlton McCoy, one of only about 150 master sommeliers in North America, 
fell in love with cycling when he moved to Colorado to become the wine 
director at the Little Nell hotel in Aspen. Here he chooses postride sips for 
you based on your preferred energy drink. BY STEPHEN KRCMAR

Stories

FOR SEVEN MORE POSTRIDE WINE 
PICKS, VISIT BICYCLING.COM/VINO.

IF YOU LOVE � Skratch Labs Exer-
cise Hydration Mix with Raspberries 
THE SOMM SAYS � “I’d compare this 
to a great red Burgundy from the 
Côte de Beaune. In villages such as 
Volnay, the fruit character tends to 
be fresh, crisp, and vibrant, remi-
niscent of raspberries straight from 
the vine.”  
TRY � 2010 Benjamin Leroux 
Volnay 1er cru Les Mitans 
 
IF YOU LOVE � Clif Hydration Elec-
trolyte Drink Mix, Lemon Lime-Ade 
THE SOMM SAYS � “The great sau-
vignon Blancs from New Zealand 
are chock-full of bittersweet citrus 
notes with crisp acidity and ample 
ripeness of fruit.”  
TRY � 2013 Saint Clair 
Wairau Reserve Sauvignon 
Blanc, Marlborough 
 
IF YOU LOVE � Nuun Energy 
Wild Berry  
THE SOMM SAYS � “Nuun’s berry 
flavor is reminiscent of the Sangio-
vese-based wines of Chianti, an area 
known for producing wines with 
bright, fresh fruit and crisp acidity.” 
TRY � 2010 Castello di Ama, San 
Lorenzo Chianti Classico Gran 
Selezione DOCG, Tuscany, Italy
 
IF YOU LOVE � Hammer 
Heed, Melon 
THE SOMM SAYS � “The Albariño-
based wines of Rías Baixas, Spain, 
are known for being fruit forward, 
chalky, and very briny. The intense 
melon aromas and the saltiness of 
Albariño remind me of the flavor 
profile of Hammer’s melon hydra-
tion drink.” 
TRY � 2012 Pazo de Señorans 
Colección, Rías Baixas
 
IF YOU LOVE � GU Hydration Drink 
Mix, Blueberry Pomegranate 
THE SOMM SAYS � “It brings to 
mind the densely fruited Shirazes 
of Australia. The combination of 
dark fruit with tart pomegran-
ate falls in line with classic tasting 
notes from the great reds of the 
Barossa Valley.” 
TRY � 2012 Torbreck RunRig Shiraz-
Viognier, Barossa Valley, Australia  
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A  M O N U M E N T A L 

A D V A N T A G E

T H E  A L L - N E W  D O M A N E

The all-new Domane is born of these historic roads and built 

to respectfully challenge them with three groundbreaking 

technologies that will irrevocably alter the time-honored 

battleground of the cobbled Classics: Front IsoSpeed, Adjustable 

Rear IsoSpeed, and IsoCore handlebar.

The cobblestones of our sport’s greatest races are the proving 

ground of the world’s best equipment and racers. These roads have 

conquered all. Until now. The all-new Domane is a revelation in 

technology in performance, bringing a new standard of comfort and 

ride quality to even the world’s roughest roads.

trekbikes.com/domane
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After working as a firefighter, getting her 
pilot’s license, and mountain biking the 
Bolivian Andes, Caroline Paul, 52, wrote 
The Gutsy Girl to help girls tackle their 
own adventures—and it can all start by 
learning to change a tire. BY CAITLIN GIDDINGS

Why Every Girl 
Should Learn 
to Fix a Flat

� As a kid I read books 
about intrepid female fic-
tional characters—Harriet 
the spy, Nancy Drew—but 
where were the real ones? 
I wrote the book I would 
have wanted to read. 

� I want to encourage girls 
to be brave and resilient and 
that’s not something we 
teach them. In fact, we teach 
the opposite: We teach 
them fear. Studies show 
that parents caution their 
girls—often about potential 
injuries—but encourage 
their boys to try new things. 

� Middle school girls face 
cultural pressures—to be 
pretty, to be perfect, to be 
nice or liked. In the outdoors 
none of that is relevant. 

� Fear and excitement are 
pretty similar physiologi-
cally. Often when girls face a 
steep downhill on a bike they 
think they’re feeling fear 
because that’s what they’ve 
been encouraged to feel, 
but it’s probably exhilaration 
and excitement. 

� I grew up in the country. 
We’d take off for the day. 
Our biggest adventures 
happened on back roads 
with bicycles and friends 
and a destination in 
mind. Biking is a kid’s first 
taste of real freedom. 

� When I was 25 a friend 
asked if I wanted to 
mountain bike through 
the Bolivian Andes. I’d 
never ridden a mountain 
bike—and I certainly didn’t 
know how to change a 
tire. But I realized if I was 
going to be on a mountain 
where no one had biked 
before, I’d have to learn 
to fix a flat.

� On a symbolic level you 
are independent when you 
know how to handle your 
own problems. I think girls 
are taught to ask for help 
without trying first. You 
should be independent 
when you’re on your bike—
that’s the whole point.
 
LEARN HOW TO FIX A  
FLAT IN TWO MINUTES AT 
BICYCLING.COM/FLATVIDEO

Stories

“It’s hard to get a bike tire on or off,” Paul says. “You 
should get some candy afterwards. Reward yourself 
every time you get out of your comfort zone and do 
the next step. Definitely celebrate when it’s done.”

THE SWEETEST 
MAINTENANCE 

TIP EVER
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Endurance Athletes Use 

Controversial Method 

to Boost Performance  

Is it legal? 

Ask endurance athletes about the three 
most controversial letters in sport and they 
will tell you: EPO. However, thanks to recent 
advances in sports nutrition, the discord 
surrounding EPO is now over. A company has 
produced a legal solution to the EPO problem.

EPO stands for Erythropoietin, a hormone 
that gives blood a greater capacity for carrying 
oxygen. Doctors first used EPO to counter red 
blood cell loss that resulted from chemotherapy 
treatment in cancer patients.

When synthetic EPO became available 
several decades ago, endurance athletes, 
especially cyclists, started using EPO to gain 
an advantage during training and races. 
The reason was simple: with more oxygen 
being delivered to muscles, performance and 
endurance improved dramatically.

In the mid-1980s, almost all of the 
governing bodies in sports banned EPO. 
Unfortunately, endurance athletes in several 

sports worked to get around these restrictions 
by using other blood doping techniques to 
mask EPO use.

The use of synthetic EPO has been extremely 
controversial. Several star endurance athletes 
have admitted using synthetic EPO and have 
faced severe consequences. The subject of EPO 
use has also gained significant media attention 
in the last 10 years.

Fortunately, there’s a new legal way for 
cyclists and other endurance athletes to benefit 
from boosting EPO production. A company 
called Biomedical Research Laboratories has 
developed a natural EPO stimulator specifically 
for athletes seeking to gain an edge.

The product is called EPO-BOOST®. Taken 
daily, the ingredients in EPO-BOOST® help the 
body naturally boost circulating EPO levels. 
With a boost in EPO levels, more oxygen can 
reach working muscles resulting in dramatic 
improvements in athletic performance.

The science behind EPO-BOOST® is 
equally compelling. Dr. M.T. Whitehead 
from the Department of Health and Human 
Performance at Northwestern State University 
conducted a 28-day double-blind placebo-
controlled clinical trial to test the effectiveness 
of the key ingredient EPO-BOOST®.

The research showed that the active 
ingredient in EPO-BOOST® increased EPO 
production by over 90% compared to the 
group taking the placebo.1 The supplement 
group showed significant improvements in 
athletic performance as measured by VO2max 
and running economy.

EPO-BOOST® is not a miracle pill and it 
won’t make you a world champion overnight.  
In fact, most users will see that it takes 3-4 
weeks to obtain the full performance benefits 
of EPO-BOOST®. Athletes who use EPO-
BOOST® are sharing their results.

Joe Barr, who finished second in his 
category in the 2014 Race Across America 
(RAAM), used EPO-BOOST in his 
preparation for the race. Joe stated, “Since 
using EPO-BOOST I have finished top 5 
in every World Ultra Marathon race I’ve 
entered. I’ve increased my VO2max and 
my hematocrit levels have increased from 
43 to 47. In short, EPO-BOOST is the best 
supplement on the planet today.”

Joey Mesa, a 2013 USA Cycling Masters 
Champion, stated, “I started using EPO-BOOST 
this racing season and can really tell a difference. 
I’m feeling consistently great in all my races and 
the ability to keep going hard attack after attack 
is awesome! I’ve been racing bikes for over 30 
years and tried lots of nutritional products, EPO-
BOOST just plain works!”

So EPO-BOOST® provides a total 
solution for athletes in all sports looking for 
improved energy, endurance, and recovery. 
EPO-BOOST® is legal for competition. All 
ingredients in EPO-BOOST® are in compliance 
with WADA, UCI, IOC, and NCAA rules. Each 
batch of EPO-BOOST® is certified to be free of 
banned substances by the Banned Substances 
Control Group (BSCG) in Los Angeles.

Biomedical Research Laboratories offers a 
strong guarantee to back the product. Athletes 
can use EPO-BOOST® for a full 90 days. If the 
athlete is not fully satisfied in those 90 days, 
the athlete receives a prompt refund.

A company spokesman confirmed a 
special offer. If you order this month, you’ll 
receive Free Enrollment into the company’s 
“Elite Athlete Club” where you’ll qualify to 
receive a full 25% discount on all bottles of 
EPO-BOOST®. And so you always have EPO-
BOOST® in your system to increase your 
endurance, you’ll automatically receive a fresh 
bottle every 30 days. There are no minimum 
amounts of bottles to buy and you can cancel 
at any time. You can order EPO- BOOST® 
today at www.EPOBOOST.com or by calling 
1-800-780-4331.
1 Whitehead et al. Int J Sport Nutr Exerc Metab, 17 (2007): 378-9.

ADVERT I S EM ENT
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Mmm, Tasty!
Here’s Trek-Segafredo racer Kiel Reijnen’s guide to 
making—or finding—perfect barbecue BY WHIT YOST
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Sauce ‘stache 
courtesy of 

Yum Yum 
Barbecue in 

Larkspur, CO.
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You are a fi xer. A humble miracle worker. We’re honored

to be by your side. With more than 400 tools at the ready,

we’ve got your fi x.



' I got into BBQ 
about five years ago 
after reading a story 
about a restaurant 
in Louisiana. The 
owner talked about 
smoking whole pigs 
for up to 18 hours. 
To spend that much 
time with the ani-
mal you are going to 
eat—that’s a whole 

other level of intima-
cy and appreciation. 

' I signed up for a 
pig-butchering class 
after reading that 
article. How often 
do we stop and think 
about where the per-
fectly round pork loin 
at the grocery store 
really came from?

' The best cuts of 
meat for BBQ are 
often the cheapest, 
fattiest, and toughest 
bits. By giving them 
time, low heat, and 
lots of attention, they 
transform into the 
most delicious.

' Too much spice 
can overwhelm the 

flavor of the meat. 
With pork and salm-
on I’ll brine—soak 
them in salt water 
and maybe some 
maple syrup if I’m 
doing salmon—but 
with beef I often just 
use a dry rub. 

' Wear surgical 
gloves—they provide 

just enough thermal 
protection to let you 
pull the meat apart 
and make sure that 
it’s fall-off-the-bone 
tender all the way 
through. Plus they 
help keep things sani-
tary if a sink and soap 
are hard to come by. 

' If you see smoke 
coming out of the 
chimney at 3 a.m., 
or something that 
looks like a 50-year-
old home-welded 
submarine, that’s an 
indicator you’re onto 
a killer BBQ spot.

' Go with what 
tastes good to you, 
even if it breaks the 
rules. Have you ever 
smoked bacon and 
eggs? Game-changer.

K I E L’ S 
F AV O R I T E 
T I P  F O R 
J U I C Y  R I B S
 
 
Remember 
the 3-2-1 rule. 
Smoke meat for: 
 

3 hours no 
foil so it 
absorbs 
flavor  

2 hours 
in foil to 
tenderize 
the pork 

1 hour no 
foil for 
a nice 
crust 

Stories

FIND A STORE NEAR YOU
SwiftwickStores.com

6JG�1HƂ�EKCN�5QEM
TEAM

Lauren Tamayo - 2016 Criterium National Champion -  Photo © Jonathan Devich
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I Saved My 
Dog with a 
Bike Chain

Ryan Beamish, a 30-year-
old Iraq War veteran, puts a 
twist on the transformative 
power of the bicycle
BY MOLLY HURFORD

Stories






 I got into mountain biking 
about five years ago; before that, 
it was BMX. Riding helps with my 
PTSD—it’s not idle time, but I get 
to be alone with my thoughts. 


 In 2014 I welded sections of 
bike chain into a sculpture to hold 
my keys near the door. I realized 
it looked like a saguaro cactus.  


 I made a new saguaro sculp-
ture—it was about 10 inches 
tall—and brought it to Broadway
Bicycles in Tucson where I work. 
A woman asked if she could post 
it on Facebook. She came back 
three hours later and asked if 
I could make three for tomor-
row because she had people 
who wanted to buy them. The 
next day, she wanted five more.


 Within my first month, I made 
about $1,000. I had just found 
out that my dog needed knee 
surgery, and I realized this could 

pay for his operation. Duke has 
been there for me since I got 
back from Iraq in 2007; he’s like a 
therapy dog. He’s my best friend. 


 I’m particular about chains. 
I get them from local shops. A 
couple of people have brought 
me chains that had some mean-
ing for them. Superlightweight 
ones kind of suck; they don’t 
hold heat well during weld-
ing. I tack-weld every link.


 Now they’re everywhere! 
People from Canada, New 
Jersey, Philadelphia, and Michi-
gan have bought them. I sell 13- 
and 18-inch versions through 
Facebook [as DukesSaguaros], 
and I just made a 32-inch one.  


 Duke made a full recovery
from his surgery and is back 
to doing spins and hot laps 
when he’s not chewing on a 
fresh mesquite branch.

One cyclist’s 
trash is another’s 

desertscape.
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Lighter,

Faster,

Stronger

Designed for Your Journey

/KendaTire/KendaTiresUSA Bicycle.KendaTire.com

KOUNTACH ENDURANCE

Supercharging a race tire with Endurance fl at protection.  The Kountach Endurance takes racing and endurance 

technology to the next level.  Building upon the original, the Kountach Endurance features the Endurance 1 fl at 

protection, dual layers of Aramid weaves across the tread surface and one layer across the sidewalls making the 

Kountach Endurance lighter, faster, and stronger than the original Endurance.  Available in 700x28c, 700x25c, and 

700x23c for all types of road bikes.  Take the next step in racing technology.
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ZERO C3 CPC PAS_
TECHNOLOGY INSIDE_

CARBON
COMPOSIT 
COMPOUND

C3 CARBON COMPOSIT COMPOUND

This technology involves the use of a carbon fiber 
monocoque construction which is structurally 
more solid than conventional materials used on 
the market, offering an ultra light performance. 

CPC - CONNECT POWER CONTROL

Placed in clever points to absorb vibrations and 
shocks, it also helps the rider to keep the best 
position on the bike by ensuring the necessary 
grip in all weather conditions. 

PAS SYSTEM

PAS TECHNOLOGY (perineal area System) allows 
the elimination of pressure peaks and numbness 
in the pelvic area, ensuring a more fluid pedal 
stroke and a more comfortable position.



During our three days on the river, we experienced the full range of emotions—from deep 

frustration as we pushed our heavy bikes up steep climbs and over downed trees, to sheer 

bliss as we romped through pine-strewn singletrack under a dense forest canopy. The forest 

enveloped us as we drove north. A burst of sunlight sliced through the clouds as we crossed 

the river for the fi nal time. The intense light surprised us after the deep-forest darkness.

“We’d escaped the world for a time and 

carved out a space for ourselves on the trail.”

POWERED BY JEEP®

Today, tomorrow and

never saying never.

4x4ever.

©2016 FCA US LLC. All Rights Reserved. Jeep is a registered trademark of FCA US LLC.

Start every adventure at the Jeep
®
 Active 

Living Guide, the ultimate resource to 

plan your next getaway and celebrate the 

freedom to explore, whether you’ll wander off  the 

beaten path or fi nd fun in the downtown scene. 

You’ll get leading-edge intel on places, groups and 

trends that connect you to everything you love, and 

discover destinations from the accessible to the epic.

bicycling.com/active-living-guide
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MEET THE 21 CHANGE-MAKERS, ORGANIZERS, INNOVATORS, RABBLE-ROUSERS,  
 AND BARRIER-CRUSHERS WHO REPRESENT A NEW BRAND OF CYCLING ICON AND ARE  
TRANSFORMING THE WAY WE ALL RIDE —JUST BY BEING THEIR BADASS SELVES. 

THE
NEW
HEROES
OF
CYCLING

We Lachlan 
Morton, p. 56
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search and state // New York City

There are, by unscientific count, roughly 1,324,265 
 companies making cycling clothing. So why did Daniel 
Golden (left) and Devin O’Brien want to start another? 
The pair met in 2008 in the New York fashion industry 
and bonded over their shared love of cycling. A shared 
complaint: No company they knew of made the kind of 
simple and classic apparel they wanted. So in 2012 they 
launched Search and State and committed to design and 
manufacture the clothing in New York City. “We want 
to be part of a made-in-America story,” says O’Brien, 33. 
“But also to have a direct hand in the process.” A few 
other brands manufacture domestically, but none has 
the combo S+S does: carefully tailored, rich in technical 
features, with an understated aesthetic. “I take a lot of 
pride in the labor of love, of touching fabrics and picking 
out things myself,” says Golden, 42. “It’s the hard way, 
but the most rewarding.”—joe lindsey

Daniel Golden &
Devin O’Brien 

It’s perilous 
to call  
someone a  
hero, because 
they will 
fall—we all 
do. The clos-
est any of 
us come is 
when we act 
with integrity 
and have the 
courage to 
stand by  
our ideas. 
— D E V I N  O ’ B R I E N

LAEL WILCOX 
endurance racer 
Anchorage, Alaska

Lael Wilcox, 30, had trouble 
sleeping after finishing the 
2015 Tour Divide, known as 
“the longest mountain bike 
time trial on the planet.” She’d 
taken down the women’s 
record—winning in 17 days,  
1 hour, 51 minutes—despite a 
chest infection that required 
medical attention. But after 
it was over, she’d wake up at 
night and fixate on going back 

for the men’s record. So just 
three weeks later, she rode 
the course again, crushing her 
own new record by a day and 
a half. It was a feat of badass-
ery not unusual for the world-
wide bike traveler, who had 
solo-ridden 2,100 miles from 
her home in Anchorage to the 
Tour Divide start line in Banff, 
Alberta, simply as a prerace 
warm-up. 

Next, Wilcox has her sights 
set on the Trans Am Bike Race 
in June, and on exploring the 
Baja Divide in Mexico next 
January. “There’s an open 
invitation for people to ride 
with us,” Wilcox says about 
Baja. “Not to race, but to 
get out and experience that 
outside lifestyle. For me, the 
racing is fun but the riding is 
much more important.” 
—caitlin giddings

FIROZA SURESH  
founder, the smart 
commute foundation 
Mumbai, India

In Mumbai you expect to 
see snarled traffic, exhaust- 
belching city buses, and tire-
eating potholes. What you 
might not expect? Firoza 
Suresh, a petite, 45-year-old 
woman in a yellow techni-
cal tee and bike shorts wind-
ing through the gridlock 
on her Trek 7100 hybrid. 
Besides working in market-
ing for a bicycle distributor, 
Suresh runs the Smart Com-
mute Foundation, an advo-
cacy group that encourages 
residents in this congested 
metropolis to burn calories 
instead of fossil fuels. “We 
challenge people to ditch their 
cars once a week,” she says. 
It’s not easy. “There’s a lack 
of government leadership and 
bad infrastructure.” In fact, in 
most of the city it’s impossible 
even to find a bike rack, for-
get dedicated bike lanes. “It’s 
not like Amsterdam,” she says. 
Still, Suresh rides her bike 
everywhere. “I want people to 
see me and think, if [she] can 
cycle through traffic, then I 
can too.”—ac shilton 
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SACHA WHITE 
frame builder 
Portland, Oregon
 
If you want Sacha White to 
build you a custom Vanilla, 
prepare to wait five years. 
Known for materials innova-
tion (he was among the first 
to use stainless steel in high-
stress areas like dropouts) and 
for pairing a modern aesthetic 
with classic craftsmanship, 
White, 39, started modestly. 
“I wanted to make something 
special for my friends,” he 
says. Perhaps aware that Vanil-
la had developed a tarnish of 
exclusivity, he’s now made his 
craftsmanship more accessible 
than ever. In 2006 he launched 
Speedvagen—bikes made by 
builders in his workshop, avail-
able within a few months. In 
2015, White set out on “fit 
tours,” meeting one-on-one 
with customers. And this year, 
he announced the Speedvagen 
OG1, a stock bike delivered 
in just two weeks. (See our 
review on page 92.) “It was 
never my intention to make 
something not accessible,” 
White says. “That’s not why I 
started building.” No matter 
his reasons, White’s skill with 
a torch ensures that the line 
of world-renowned American 
frame builders won’t end with 
Richard Sachs.—jen see

My heroes 
are those 
riding in 
the street 
for the first 
time—old 
and young, 
women and 
girls, people 
who would 
never have 
thought 
they could 
safely and 
comfortably 
ride on a  
city street. 
— J A N E T T E  S A D I K - K H A N 

JANETTE SADIK-KHAN  
principal at bloomberg 
associates, coauthor 
of street fight 
New York City

Janette Sadik-Khan’s list of 
accomplishments could—
and does—fill a book. During 
her six-year tenure as NYC’s 
transportation commission-
er, she oversaw the creation 
of nearly 400 miles of bike 

lanes (there are now more 
than 1,000 miles), launched 
the hugely successful CitiBike 
bike share, and closed Broad-
way to cars in Times Square 
to create a dazzling pedes-
trian plaza (along with 60 
others under her watch). 
Opponents called her a “zeal-
ot” and “wacko.” Even some 
cyclists grumbled. “A few 
complained that bike lanes 
took away the thrill of riding,” 
says Sadik-Khan, 56. Once it 
was all in place, pedestrian 
and bicyclist injuries dropped 
dramatically and business 
boomed. “Bike lanes aren’t 
just there for bike riders,” 
she says. “They’re anchors 
for an entirely different kind 
of street.”—selene yeager  
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elite domestic team // Los Angeles

Two years ago, Kelli Samuelson, 31, looked around the SoCal race scene and saw a lot of strong women who wanted to race on the 
national level, but didn’t have the platform to do so. She analyzed the current sponsorship model and decided there had to be a 
better way to build a team than to rely on financial backers that come and go year to year. Her solution? LA Sweat—an all-female 
owned-and-operated team that’s also a brand. Like the Dallas Cowboys or Miami Heat, LA Sweat won’t rename itself just because 
a sponsor may change. Its goal: to influence the culture, style, and speed of the women’s peloton and create role models for girls. 
Now in its second year, the squad of seven riders is taking its message outward—making school visits near race venues, organizing 
group rides, even leading indoor cycling classes. “So many women don’t know that riding and racing bikes are an option. We want 
to change that,” says Samuelson. “We want to show girls you can simultaneously be feminine and strong as hell.”—becca schepps

LA Sweat 



It takes  
a lot of 
courage  
to crawl  
on a bike 
when you’re  
self-con-
scious on  
so many 
other levels. 
—H E A T H E R  H E N D E R S O N

bicycle tourism evangelists // Portland, Oregon

After Russ Roca, 38, and Laura Crawford, 36, sold all 
of their possessions in 2009 and started traveling the 
US by bike full time, it didn’t take long to rack up what 
Roca calls “karmic debt.” Complete strangers invited 
the couple into their homes. Small-town restaurant 
owners opened early to feed them. And the people who 
followed their touring blog, The Path Less Pedaled,  
took it even further: One tracked the couple down in a 
pickup truck on a remote climb to ply them with friend-
ship and cake. To settle their goodwill tab, Roca and 
Crawford began advocating for economic development 
through bicycle tourism. In addition to doing outreach 
in communities around the country, they created a 
series of videos for their Bicycle Travel Channel on 
YouTube to link prospective adventurers with resourc-
es. “The more we traveled,” says Roca, “the more we 
wanted it to mean something.”—c.g.

Russ Roca & 
Laura Crawford

JEANNE D’ARC GIRUBUNTU  
professional  
road racer 
Rwamagana, Rwanda
 
When Jeanne d’Arc Girubuntu 
rolled down the ramp at the 
2015 World Championship 
time trial in Richmond, Vir-
ginia, the physical distance 
from the small village in Rwan-
da where she grew up was 
the least of the hurdles she 
had overcome to get there. 
While most Rwandan women 
her age are settling down 
to start families, Girubun-
tu, who turned 21 in May, is 
laser-focused on bike rac-
ing. “Nothing matters to me 
more than cycling,” Girubuntu 
says. As she chases victory in 
the sport’s biggest contests, 
Girubuntu is also smashing 
societal barriers. She was the 
first black African woman to 
ride in a World Championship 
race and the only woman on 
Rwanda’s national team. In the 
future, Girubuntu plans to set 
up a cycling school for young 
Rwandan girls. “My dream is 
to assist as many girls as pos-
sible in Rwanda, and inspire 
them too.”—j.s.

HEATHER HENDERSON
shop owner
Kennewick, Washington

Late last year, bike-industry 
veteran Heather Henderson 
walked away from a lucrative 
marketing and product-devel-
opment job at Cervélo, moved 
back to her home town, and 
opened the bike shop of her 
dreams. She christened the 
store LeaningH (“It’s the 
ranch I always wanted to 
escape to,” Henderson says. 
“And it’s how I ride into the 
sunset.”). To make the space 

welcoming, she installed dis-
tressed cedar paneling and 
antique fixtures, a commuter 
shower, and a fitting room. 
There’s also a bike valet ser-
vice, where for 10 bucks she’ll 
set tire and suspension pres-
sure before your ride, and do 
a postride wash and lube. 

In product development 
“the major focus was always 
on racing,” 44-year-old Hen-
derson says, “not on stuff 
for everyday people.” One 
of her first customers was a 
woman who thought she was 
too overweight to ride. “She 
was scared and uncomfort-
able, but we got her on a step-
through and took it slow,” 
Henderson says. “You could 
see the moment she realized 
she could do it. Next thing you 
know she’s all excited that the 
bike comes in green. That’s 
why I’m here.”—s.y.
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Roxy Lo
industrial designer // Santa Cruz, California

Roxy Lo’s mark is all over the trail—and sometimes even all over a single mountain biker. “In 
Berkeley, I saw someone riding a bike I designed, wearing a CamelBak I designed, with a bike light 
I designed,” says the 40-year-old Lo. Though she’s one of just a few female industrial designers in 
cycling, Lo has had a major impact. It was her vision for the all-carbon, full-suspension Ibis Mojo 
that brought curves and flow to frame profiles that traditionally had been all sharp elbows and 
rough angles. It was a functional and aesthetic innovation that brought new attention to the 
relatively small brand when the company introduced the Mojo at Interbike in 2005. Despite that 
success, Lo says she’s still looking for ways to advance product design. “It’s pretty phenomenal to 
see people ride the things I’ve designed,” she says. “But I always want to leave a note that says, 
‘I hope you like it—and if not, can you tell me what you don’t like so I can fix it?’”—c.g.



You don’t 
need to  
overcome 
hardship  
to be a  
hero, but  
to be a 
cycling  
hero you 
have to 
know how  
to work 
hard.
— F R A N K  T R A V I E S O

�Photograph by B R I A N  V E R N O R

TIM JOHNSON 
professional cyclist 
and advocate 
Topsfield, Massachusetts

In 2010, Tim Johnson was lead-
ing the UnitedHealthcare Pro 
Cycling Team as captain in 
races like the Tour of Califor-
nia, and shoring up a legacy 
that already included a half 
dozen US Cyclocross National 
Championship titles. Then he 
attended the National Bike 
Summit and realized, “I wasn’t 
doing a thing. People devote 
years of their lives to make rid-
ing a bike more accessible,” he 
says. “There was much more 
I could do.” So Johnson, 38, 
launched a series of multiday 
rides to raise awareness and 
funds (more than $400,000 to 
date) for safety initiatives led 
by the advocacy group People 
for Bikes. Still, he blanches at 
being called an advocate him-
self. “I’m not doing the hard 
work of sitting in meetings 
and fighting for funding,” he 
says. “But I can use my status 
to get people excited and to 
get in the Wall Street Journal 
and other mainstream media. 
The fact is a lot of people don’t 
ride because they don’t feel 
safe. We have the power to 
change that.”—s.y.

BONNIE MCDONALD 
cofounder,  
backcountry lifeline
Boulder, Colorado

Last August, Bonnie McDon-
ald lived the worst fear of 
anyone who loves a cyclist 
when her fiancé, Will Olson, 
died of injuries suffered 
in a crash at the Crested 
Butte Enduro. McDonald, 
38, a health-care adminis-
trator and mountain biker, 

responded by forming Back-
country Lifeline, a company 
dedicated to raising the level 
of emergency medicine train-
ing among mountain bikers. 
The organization’s main push 
right now is to offer heavily 
discounted CPR and emer-
gency medicine classes, but 
it’s also working to create 
better communication and 
incident-command systems 
for events, and improved 
locator-beacon technology. 
“My goal is to make emergen-
cy-response skills and a per-
sonal locator device required 
for event entry,” says McDon-
ald. “Will was so generous. 
If he’d been first on scene, it 
would have devastated him 
not to be able to help.”—j.l.

FRANK TRAVIESO
elite road and 
cyclocross racer
Athens, Georgia

Growing up in Cuba, Frank 
Travieso dreamed of riding 
professionally. Though he was 
talented and driven, his life in 
late-twentieth-century Cuba 
was a struggle. “Sometimes 
we couldn’t buy food because 
there was none available,” says 
Travieso, 36. But he recalls 
that, as a kid, “the hardest part 
was not being able to ride my 
bike because there weren’t any 
tires or tubes,” he says. “We’d 
rip open tubulars to put them 
over clinchers to keep our tires 

from puncturing.” After mov-
ing to the US at 18, he found 
himself clocking 50 hours a 
week in construction just to 
support his parents and sib-
lings. He was ready to give up 
cycling until a friend loaned 
him a crappy bike (“worse 
than the one I had in Cuba”), 
and he found a way to squeeze 
in training between shifts. 
“I’d do group rides that had 
sprint points for tubes and 
socks,” he says. “I was broke, 
so I’d go super hard the entire 
time to make sure I’d win it 
all.” Things are different for 
Travieso now. He has a family 
of his own and makes a living 
on the domestic race  circuit 
(with Team UnitedHealthcare 
Georgia). “I in tended to work 
hard so I’d never have to live 
like I did in Cuba,” Travieso 
says. “I believed that to be a 
success here I’d have to give 
up my dreams. But it turns 
out dreams are really just hard 
work.”—b.s. 
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I’m inspired 
by grit and 
perseverance. 
One of my 
local heroes  
is Damian 
Kevitt. He 
got hit by a 
car and lost 
his left leg, 
but after he 
recovered  
he still rides 
his bike.  
— M A T L O C K  G R O S S M A N

AUSTIN MCINERNY 
executive director, 
nica
Berkeley, California

“Say football did not exist and 
I approached a high school 
principal to suggest that we 
get a group of kids to wear 
body armor and throw an 
inflated pig bladder around 
while partially dressed girls 
jump up and down on the 
sidelines on a Friday night,” 
says Austin McInerny. “I would 
be escorted off campus and 
dismissed as crazy.” We all 
know that football is an Ameri-
can institution, yet when 

proponents of interscholastic 
mountain biking approached 
schools in California in the 
early ’90s, they were emphati-
cally told “no.” 

These days McInerny, 48, 
hears “yes” a lot more often. 
The National Interscholas-
tic Cycling Association now 
boasts more than 19 leagues, 
7,500 student athletes, and 
3,145 certified coaches across 
the country—and contin-
ues to grow. “It is hard for 
[schools] to say no to what is 
clearly a win for all involved,” 
says McInerny. “NICA engages 
a more diverse cross-section 
of the student body than tra-
ditional sports, and 85 percent 
of participating students go 
on to college.” His mission to 
get #morekidsonbikes is also 
a win for cycling at large. “In 
surveys, 99 percent of our stu-
dent athletes report that they 
will continue to ride for the 
rest of their lives.”—s.y. 

PETER SAGAN  
professional cyclist
Žilina, Slovakia

Let’s be real: No one is a hero 
simply for athletic feats they 
perform on a bicycle, no mat-
ter how amazing. But speaking 
of amazing, Peter Sagan, 26, 
of Team Tinkoff, is arguably 
the most entertaining and 
broadly talented rider in the 
sport today. Three years ago, 
Sagan was the paradigm of 
the overpaid, under-matured 
pro after he infamously 
pinched a podium girl on the 
butt at the Tour of Flanders. 
Sagan is irrepressible as ever: 
that Grease video! Racing 
with unshaven legs! But his 
antics can be tempered by 
humility and humanity: After 
winning the World Champi-
onship Road Race last fall, he 
launched his helmet and sun-
glasses into the crowd—then 
offered a heartfelt statement 
on Europe’s refugee crisis. 
Racing might do better if fans 
and the media abandoned 
hero worship altogether, given 
where it’s led us. In Sagan, 
we have a reminder that our 
champions come with flaws, 
and that perhaps those are 
just as important to consider 
as their achievements.—j.l.

Photograph by J E S S E  C A R M O D Y  �

LEA & SABRA DAVISON  
founders, little bellas  
Jericho, Vermont

When girls show up for a Lit-
tle Bellas camp, they might 
not know that cofounder Lea 
Davison, 33, is an Olympian, a 
multitime national champion, 
and one of the best moun-
tain bikers in the world. That’s 
okay: Lea started the moun-
tain bike–based mentoring 
program with her sister, Sabra, 
31, to bolster girls’ self-assur-
ance and create camaraderie 
through fun, not competition. 

At the weekly or multiday ses-
sions, girls are encouraged 
to confront challenges. On 
bikes, “they literally come up 
against an obstacle and need 
to assess within themselves 
if they are ready to go over 
it,” Sabra says. And the all-girl 
environment creates a nur-
turing dynamic: “When boys 
are there, girls often retreat 
or worry about keeping up,” 
Lea says. Instead, adds Sabra, 
“We can build confidence 
rather than just find the girls 
who already have it.” Now in 
its ninth year, the program 
has spread to 12 cities, and 
touched the lives of more than 
2,000 girls. Says Sabra: “There 
is something incredible about 
seeing a young girl take on a 
challenge and discover her 
confidence.”—b.s.
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Matlock  
Grossman 

student // Los Angeles

After this mop-haired 11-year-old with big brown eyes spoke at a council meeting in the Silver 
Lake neighborhood of Los Angeles last fall, he could have dropped the mic. His support of the 
Rowena Avenue road diet—a traffic-calming measure to make the street safer for cyclists and 
pedestrians—was so convincing that he changed the mind of at least one anti-road dieter in atten-
dance, garnered citywide media attention, and became a go-to speaker at local bike events. Most 
recently, the sixth grader and avid bike commuter penned an opinion piece for the Los Angeles 
Times. “Always speak up for what’s right and fair,” Grossman said at a recent LA County Bicycle 
Coalition event. “You have way more power than you think you do.”—c.g.



BY IAN DILLE

PHOTOGRAPH BY 
KEVIN SCOTT BATCHELOR
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LACHLAN 
MORTON
DEFIES
THE 
WORLD

The true tale of the phenom, his brother, 

the sacred monolith, and the fountain  

of youth—or what happens when

the life everyone imagines for you 

is not what you want for yourself 



 

lachlan morton gathered the  
various pieces of his bikes—a carbon 
fiber Cervélo given to him by his pro-
fessional team, Garmin Sharp, and  
a bespoke Mosaic, a titanium beauty 
built for off-road adventure with disc 
brakes and extra clearance for burly 
tires—then loaded them into the SUV. 
He was too heartbroken, too shaken to 
assess the damage closely. Not right 
then, anyway.

He and his girlfriend, Rachel, were 
meandering back from Uluru, a mysti-
cal monolith at the center of  Australia’s 
outback, toward their hometown near 
Port Macquarie on the country’s south-
eastern coast, 240 miles or so north of 
Sydney. They had spent the previous 
days exploring the remote desert and 
camping where they pleased. It was 
December of 2013, they were in their 
early twenties, in love, and with little  
money (“but somehow never too  
little for beer,” says Lachlan). 

As a bike racer, one of the best 
young bike racers in the world, Lachlan 
would be returning to the profession-
al peloton in a couple of months and 
would no longer have much time for 
adventure like this, to feel truly free. 

He had never aspired to be a cycling 
prodigy. Not really. He just loved rid-
ing. He had loved riding even before 
he got his first road bike, when he was 
eight years old. His family lived on an 
island then, in the middle of a river, 
and he would pedal the three-mile 
road to the mainland, out and back, 
over and over again. His brother, Gus, 
two years his senior, loved riding just 
as much as Lachlan, and both adored 
bikes. The two hoarded old parts 
and built Frankenbikes, then zipped 

around on the unwieldy machines outfitted 
with tiny front wheels and giant rear wheels—
and no brakes, ever. 

What Gus did, Lachlan did too. What 
Gus achieved in the sport—state titles, then 
national titles, then representing Australia at 
the World Championships—Lachlan aimed 
to emulate, and even to better. “I looked up to 
what Gus was doing,” Lachlan says, “but at the 
same time, I wanted to kick his ass.” The broth-
ers went to high school in Port Macquarie, a 
medium-size town with a robust road cycling 
club and weekly training races. 

David and Annie Morton never pushed their  
sons, but they supported and encouraged  
their interests. “If anything, they tried to slow 
me down,” Lachlan says. In his adolescence, he 
would regularly wake at 4:30 a.m. to ride before 
school, often putting in as many as 30 hours a 
week. And while Lachlan thrived on compe-
tition, he says, “I never thought of myself as 
an athlete.” His bike, to him, meant so many 
things. It meant competition, yes, but also it 
meant friends, and family. It meant adventure. 

Take the time in high school when Lachlan 
and a friend arranged to ride 125 miles into 
the Australian bush, at midnight on a school 
night. As the moon rose, his friend waited, 
wondering if Lachy would show (“probably 
wishing I would bail,” Lachlan recalls), until 
he saw Lachy’s faint blinking bike light slowly 
circling the cul-de-sac. Seven hours or so lat-
er, the kids rolled back into town just as the 
coffee shops came to life. Another time, on 
a dare, Lachlan rode his time trial bike 240 
miles from Sydney to Port Macquarie. He left 
at dawn, and pedaled across the Sydney Har-
bor Bridge with the rising sun. His parents 
didn’t approve of such exploits, says Lachlan. 
At least he wasn’t doing drugs.

David Morton formed a team around his 
two talented and driven sons. He and Annie 
were the primary sponsors, and they recruited 

a former Olympic road racer to coach Lachlan 
and Gus and the other junior riders involved. 
Each year, if the kids kept up their grades, 
they could partake in a six-week trip to Breck-
enridge, Colorado, where they would train 
and race in the high altitude of the Rocky 
Mountains. They called the team Real Aus-
sie Kids, and the junior racers won four world 
titles and more than a dozen national champi-
onships during the squad’s life span. But more 
important, it felt like a family to Lachlan. And 
with his brother and dad always beside him, 
it was his family.

At 16, Gus won a top category amateur race, 
lapping a field of grown men at a criterium 
in Pueblo, Colorado. A year later, when Lach-
lan was 15, he did the same, winning a race 
in Fort Collins. The boys seemed destined 
for greatness, meant to ride and race beside 
one another for years to come, pushing each 
other to ride faster, to accomplish more. But 
of course, that’s the fairy tale, the easy end-
ing, the story we tell ourselves when we’re 
young—and that’s not at all what happened.

He had never 
aspired to  

be a cycling 
prodigy. Not 

really. He just 
loved riding. 
He had loved 

riding even 
before he  

got his first 
road bike. 

Photograph by K E V I N  S C O T T  B A T C H E L O R

T
he bird flapped once, then twice, then leapt into the air from the 
road. But it took too long to gain lift and the SUV, with bikes atop  
its roof, was coming too fast. The giant, auburn-hued eagle, its 
wings as wide as the vehicle that hurled toward it, came eye to  
eye with the panicked driver. ¶|  The eagle’s pointed talons, the size  
of a grown man’s hand, scraped across the windshield as the 
animal disappeared over the roof. Then, the violent shake of an 
impact, the crackling thud of muscle and bone hitting bikes. In the 
rearview mirror, a vortex of feathers and crushed carbon fiber.
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Lachlan Morton 
photographed in 

Boulder, Colorado, 
on April 24, 2016.



Lachlan (right) 
and Gus on the 
way to Uluru in 
2013.



The boys seemed  
destined for  

greatness, meant  
to ride and race  

beside one another  
for years to come,  

pushing each other  
to ride faster, to  

accomplish more. 
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with his head of tangled brown 
locks, patchy facial hair, and wide, easy smile, 
Lachlan was dubbed the Bob Dylan of pro 
cycling by the bike racing press. The year 
was 2013, and Lachlan had joined one of the 
world’s best teams, Garmin Sharp, at just 20 
years old. His quirky persona and attacking 
style endeared him to fans. His team director, 
Jonathan Vaughters, tweeted daily bed-head 
updates. He attached small license plates to 
his bike—one read NO PROBLEM, another 
CHICKS ♥ ME—and ascended formidable 
mountain passes with seeming effortless-
ness, his lithe frame and walnut-tanned legs 
smoothly loping uphill. 

Competing at the sport’s highest level, 
Lachlan continued to impress. In his first full 
professional season, he won a mountainous 
stage at the Tour of Utah, deemed America’s  
toughest stage race, and went on to wear the  
leader’s jersey at the USA Pro Challenge,  
the weeklong stage race through the moun-
tains of Colorado. 

But even as he received accolades for his 
performances and became anointed (a future 
Tour de France winner, some said), Lachlan 
was losing his passion for cycling. With his 
carefree style, he made bike racing look easy. 
But it didn’t feel easy. It felt like an obligation. 
He stood on the podium. He extended his arms 
and pulled on the yellow jersey. He held the 
bouquet of flowers. “People expected me to 
do great things,” he says. “They talked about 
how talented I was. But I kept thinking, ‘This 
training, these races, the mountains, they still 
really hurt. If this is what it feels like to be tal-
ented, then being talented must really suck.’” 

He shaved his head, and when someone 
put a microphone in his face and asked him 
why, he responded, “You’re more than your 
hair, you know?” 

All this left Lachlan with a dilemma: What 
happens when the thing you’re truly good at 
is not the thing you truly love? When what 
everyone wants for you is not what you want 
for yourself? Where does a new path begin?

here is where a new path begins.  
A sign reads: “Warning. You are now going 
out into the wilderness.” 

It’s the winter of 2013, the December fol-
lowing Lachlan’s first professional season. 
Here’s Lachlan and here’s Gus on a corru-
gated gravel road in the Australian outback, 
riding toward Uluru, the sacred and mythi-
cal sandstone dome that sits at the center of 
the continent. Various ancient tribal legends 
surround Uluru and how the world’s second 
largest monolith—1,142 feet tall and nearly 
six miles in circumference—rose out of the 
flat and arid landscape. In one story, two boys 
were playing in the village watering hole, pil-
ing mud higher and higher and higher, until 
eventually they created something magical 
and surreal that would inspire humans for 
centuries to come. 

Gus and Lachlan wear printed cotton 
T-shirts and jean jackets, wide-brimmed felt 
hats and camouflage caps, cycling shorts and 
shoes. Helmetless—Gus’s hair windswept, 
Lachlan’s hair shorn, his lean body crusted 
with salt. Lachlan tucks a small bottle of whis-
key into his shirt pocket (“It’s comforting to 
know I’ve got it,” he says, grinning). They ped-
al toward Uluru from their childhood home, 
roughly 1,500 miles. They’ve recruited two 
friends to drive a support SUV and to docu-
ment the 12-day journey on video. 

On bikes built for these rough roads, with 
extra clearance for their thick tires, they push 
each other, they push themselves. Lachlan 
first, head down, driving into the wind. Gus 
places his hand on the small of his brother’s 
back, gives him a gentle nudge, eases his 
effort. Then Gus moves to the front, with 
Lachlan behind, his left arm outstretched, 
lessening his brother’s load.

How many miles today, 180? How many 
miles the day before that? The same. How fast? 
On a barren blacktop highway surrounded by 
red dirt and low trees, they tuck in behind the 
draft of the SUV—the driver holds steady at 30 
miles per hour, then 40. Can they go 50? They 

crank as hard they can in the last 10 kilometers, 
expelling all thought. Then they stop, open icy 
beers, tilt their heads back, and raise the cans 
to dry lips. Shirtless. A buffalo tattooed on 
Gus’s chest, a medallion hanging from Lach-
lan’s neck. “That was a bitch, those last 10K,” 
Gus says, then laughs. “You prick.” 

At the remote outposts along their route, 
they share stories and beers with sheep 
shearers and hog hunters and bartenders. 
They learn about these people’s lives, talk 
about their own, unabashedly opening up in 
front of the camera. In a bar in a town called 
Broken Hill, they nod to the beat of a guitar 
player crooning “Stray Cat Strut.” They fire a 
high-powered rifle at a target in a wide-open 
field in Marree and explore the stone cellars 
of a 100-plus-year-old pub before pouring 

They keep 
pedaling, 
exhausted  
and delirious,  
until they 
reach the 
massive 
monolith as 
the evening 
sun streams 
across its  
red dome.
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heartbreaking news—to Lachlan. The two 
had discussed racing for the same under-23 
development team in the US, a collection of 
some of the top young racers in the world that 
fed directly to the Garmin Sharp pro team. 
But when the team director called to offer 
Gus a contract, he declined. Gus had freed 
himself—and left Lachlan. “I felt like he was 
abandoning what we were doing,” he says. 

Gus began studying film at a university  
in Sydney. Through his cycling connections, 
he landed a paid internship with one of the 
top production companies in Australia.  
The company soon hired Gus full time, and  
at the age of 24 he’d already directed two  
national television series. His bikes sat idle. 
During breaks from the set and the studio, he 
drank and partied, 

himself. He would ride for hours without eat-
ing, day after day, destroying his body. Often 
he wouldn’t sprint in races, afraid it would 
bulk him up. He felt awful, but managed to 
earn results. Even a professional therapist 
couldn’t help him. Eventually his body broke 
down, stopped producing testosterone, and 
he became constantly fatigued. 

Still, he kept racing and at 18 signed a con-
tract with one of Australia’s top pro teams, 
Drapac Porsche. He performed well here and 
there, even placing at races in Europe, but he’d 
also started searching for ways out. In one of 
his last stage races, he crashed and broke his 
collarbone. “I was stoked,” he says. “I didn’t 
have to ride the last four days of my last race.” 
He could finally quit.

This came as news—horrible, crushing, 

During their ride 
to Uluru, Lachlan 
(left, wearing cap; 
and below] and Gus 
connected with 
each other and the 
people they met 
along the way.

their own pints of beer from the unmanned 
tap. They lash a cord to the back of the SUV 
and tow behind it on a skateboard down a 
strip of arrow-straight road (“redneck wake-
boarding,” they say). And they keep pedaling, 
exhausted and delirious, until they reach the 
massive monolith as the evening sun streams 
across its red dome. 

the way gus tells it, he was 14 or 15 
years old when he decided definitively that he 
wanted to be a climber. “They have the most 
glorious victories,” he says. 

Climbers are thin, and Gus—having a 
naturally muscular body type—believed he 
would need to be thin too. So he starved 
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Ultra-stretchy.

Ultra-sexy. 

Ultra-comfy. 

Perfect for

tough workouts 

like climbing the 

Empire State 

Building.

SPORTS 
BRA
AND
TIGHTS
TEST

Happy Trails.

primalwear.com
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SILCA
POCKET
IMPERO

A minipump so 
sweet, you’ll almost 

be happy to flat 
by mike yozell

N O U R I S H I N G  Y O U R  B A S I C  N E E D S  A N D  I R R AT I O N A L  F I X AT I O N S



INTRODUCED IN THE 1920s, the aluminum 
Impero frame pump quickly became the lead-
ing choice for riders because of its simple 
yet stylish looks, wide range of sizes, and 
toughness. Later incarnations were made of 
celluloid, and the aluminum pump head was 
replaced with a plastic one. Still, the Impero 
retained its reputation for durability (Cam-
pagnolo also came out with a chromed brass 
pump head that was more reliable than the 
stock offering). Thanks to the Impero, and 
the long-lasting Pista and Super Pista floor 
pumps, Silca gained a loyal following. My own 
Custom Super road bike from local Pennsyl-
vania builder Spectrum Cycles has a beautiful 
Impero (the plastic version) painted to match 
in British racing green. 

Silca still makes a modern version of the 
Impero, and it is all-aluminum again. But most 
road frames today can’t handle a full-size 
frame pump; their shapes lack the sharp inter-
sections that allow one to lock in place. And 
many riders today feel that a frame pump sul-
lies the silhouette of the bike. 

Enter the Pocket Impero. It’s one of the 
few new products Silca launched after Ameri-
can Josh Poertner took over the company 
in 2013 from its original Italian owners, and 
it is diminutive in everything but function 
and quality—and the price that comes with. 
Beautifully machined from aluminum, the 
barrel has a honed interior that allows the 
leather pump cup to slide easier and main-
tain pressure better—even after heating up 
from use—than the less-costly rubber cups 
or O-rings found in other pumps. A silicone 
sleeve around the barrel protects your hands 
from heat during pumping and slides down 
to keep the pump closed while it’s stashed 
in your pocket. The aluminum pump head 
shares the same brass check valve as a full-
size Silca pump—which prevents air from 
coming back out the wrong way. It grabs even 
the shortest valve stem securely and, because 
of the tight tolerances in manufacturing, gets 
you back to riding pressure faster—it took us 

150 strokes to get a 700c road tire to about 
65 psi, compared to about 165 strokes on 
another minipump of comparable weight. 

On looks alone, you could guess the 
heritage of the Pocket Impero—the shape 
recalls the original. But this is much more 
than a miniaturized rehash. It’s an iconic 
product brought forward to a new century 
for a new generation of fans. PRICE $120 
WEIGHT 150 grams

Stuff

ACTUAL
SIZE

The 
original 
Impero

Find yours at sportlegs.com, your local
bike shop and these fi ne retailers:

1.866.LEGBURN (534-2876)

Zero to 
hero in 30 
minutes.
If pain is ruining your ride, you need 
a hero. Faster-acting SportLegs® 
Pronto pre-sports vitamins prime 
your muscles to produce less lactic 
acid, reducing muscle “burn” and 
soreness without sodium or 
painkillers. And with SportLegs, 
your whole body recovers more 
quickly. So you can enjoy riding 
faster and longer with less pain. 
Now, that’s heroic.



Partners

M o s t A g g r e s s i v e

tourofutah.comAugust 1–7

Founding Partners

Attack on the lush green alpine ascents, attack on the brilliant 

red-rock descents and attack on the back roads under a dream western sky. 

Attack, attack, attack. That’s how you win...

 America’s Toughest Stage Race.



DAMN, MOUNTAIN BIKES ARE GETTING GOOD. But even among so many great 

2016 models, some stand out. To find the best, we started with 70 NOMINATIONS, culled 

33 FINALISTS, then rallied those over the 300 MILES OF SINGLETRACK OUTSIDE BREVARD, 
NORTH CAROLINA. Out of the dense woods of the Pisgah National Forest and DuPont State 

Forest, 19 bikes proved to charge harder, boost higher, and generally harvest more gnar—

and fun—than the rest. HERE ARE SEVEN REASONS 2016 IS (SERIOUSLY) THE YEAR TO BUY 
A NEW MOUNTAIN BIKE—AND THE 19 MODELS THAT CAPTURE THE BEST OF THESE TRENDS.
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Left: On Evil’s The 
Following, one tester 
said he “grinned the 
whole way—prob-
ably an evil grin.” 
Right: The Santa 
Cruz Hightower (in 
29er mode).
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MORE FUN 
ON DESCENTS,
WITH FEWER 
COMPROMISES
EVERYWHERE 
ELSE.

�� PLUS TIRES BRIDGE THE GAP
between normal mountain bike and 
fat bike tires, ranging in width from 
2.8 to 3.25 inches, and are typically 
paired with rims that are 35 to 45mm 
wide internally. With this setup, you 
can run pressures from 12 to 18 psi, 
for real gains in braking, climbing, and 
cornering traction. The big tires also 
provide extra cushioning and a calm, 
planted feel.

While beginner to intermediate rid-
ers will see the most benefits from the 
extra forgiveness of these tires, even 
experts will appreciate the additional 
control. And with weights coming in as 
low as 752 grams for a tubeless 2.8-inch-
wide Maxxis Ikon+ tire, plus bikes can 

often feel surprisingly conventional. 
Testers of the Specialized Rhyme 6Fattie
said that the extra traction and rolling 
speed gained from the bike’s 3-inch-
wide, 27.5+ tires (which have nearly the 
same diameter as normal-width 29er 
trail tires) made up for any additional 
rolling resistance, and that they felt like 
they were going faster with less energy. 

We anticipate seeing more trail bikes 
that are compatible with both 29er and 
27.5+ wheel sizes, like the Santa Cruz 
Hightower, which is sold in either con-
figuration and can be swapped between 
the two with the right fork and wheels. 
But perhaps the biggest winner in the 
plus movement is the hardtail rider: The 
high-volume tire provides some suspen-
sion, while the economical platform 
allows for an upgrade in component 
spec compared with an equally priced 
full-suspension bike. The $2,100 Spe-
cialized Fuse Expert 6Fattie (and its 
women’s counterpart, the Ruze) has 
been particularly impressive, with slack-
er, trail-inspired geometry, a quality 
dropper post, solid WTB Scraper rims, 
and an extraordinarily fun experience 
both climbing and descending for begin-
ner and expert riders alike.—ron koch

�� WE WERE STRUCK BY HOW GREAT OUR 
Editors’ Choice winners are not only in the ways 
we would expect, but also in ways we wouldn’t: 
long-travel bikes that climb great, XC race bikes 
that rail descents, mid-travel bikes that give the 
big bikes serious competition on the descents but 
climb nearly as well as the XC bikes. 

This all can be credited to progress in sus-
pension, frame, and component designs. Shock 
technologies like RockShox’s DebonAir (on the 
Santa Cruz Hightower* and other winning bikes) 
and Fox’s EVOL air spring (on the Yeti SB5c and 
others) make rear suspension more sensitive, 
improving traction and control without adding 
travel. This helps make shorter-travel suspension—
which is generally lighter, stiffer, and more efficient 
for climbing—behave like it has more squish. Fork 
and shock tuning have improved, too, making bikes 
ride plusher and flow over terrain more smoothly.

Stuff is getting lighter all the time. A 29er 
RockShox Pike with 35mm legs is only about four 
pounds—the Fox 36, when launched for 26-inch 
wheels in 2005, weighed more than five. Hauling 
around more travel isn’t as much of a burden, so 
riders can have it for the epic descent without hating 
the epic climb to get there. And whether it’s a pat-
ented suspension system like Yeti’s Switch Infinity, 
or a simpler single-pivot design like the one on the 
affordable Giant Stance 2, almost all have found 
ways to improve performance for better climbing 
and smoother, more controlled descending.

Geometry-wise, we’ve seen front ends push for-
ward, head angles become slacker, bottom brackets 
get lower, and rear ends shorter: The rider is now sit-
ting inside the bike, not on top, and is more centered 
between the wheels, but can get weight farther back 
when necessary. The bikes feel less nervous over-
all—even XC race bikes like the Niner RKT 9 RDO
and Trek Top Fuel can roll down steps and steeps 
with less chance of the rider flipping over the bar. 

 It’s not like someone suddenly threw a switch; 
bikes have been gradually improving and evolving. 
But thanks to some confluence of the changes, this 
year’s mountain bikes truly do more, and they do 
it all better.—matt phillips

2No.

PLUS!

No.

*See a bolded bike name? That’s an Editors’ Choice winner—
 one we’d recommend without reservation.



CANNONDALE HABIT CARBON 1
$7,460 weight 25.6 LB (M)

CANYON STRIVE CF 8.0 RACE
$4,500 weight 28.7 LB (M)

EVIL THE FOLLOWING
$2,599, FRAME weight 30 LB, 

AS TESTED (M)

GIANT REIGN ADVANCED 27.5 0
$8,300 weight 27.1 LB (M)

GIANT STANCE 27.5 2
$1,500 weight 30.1 LB (M)

IBIS RIPLEY LS
$7,299, AS TESTED 
weight 26.2 LB (M)

JULIANA FURTADO C S
$4,699 weight 28.7 LB (S)

JULIANA ROUBION C S
$4,699 weight 29.2 LB (S)

NINER RKT 9 RDO
$5,500, AS TESTED 
weight 23.9 LB (M)

NORCO FLUID 7.2 FORMA
$1,775 weight 31.4 LB (S)

PIVOT MACH 429 TRAIL
$6,699, AS TESTED 
weight 25.8 LB (M)

SANTA CRUZ 
HIGHTOWER CC XX1

$9,799, AS TESTED 
weight 27 LB, 29ER (L)

SPECIALIZED FUSE 
EXPERT 6FATTIE

$2,100 weight 29.5 LB (M)

SPECIALIZED RHYME FSR
EXPERT CARBON 6FATTIE

$6,500 weight 28.6 LB (S)

TREK FUEL EX 9.9 29
$8,399 weight 25.3 LB (17.5 IN)

TREK TOP FUEL 9.8 SL
$4,999 weight 23.9 LB (17.5 IN)

YETI SB4.5C X01
$6,899 weight 25.5 LB (M)

YETI SB5C BETI X01
$6,899 weight 24.6 LB (S) 

YETI SB5C X01
$6,899 weight 25.2 LB (M)

hatever you do, don’t go to Bre-
vard. Stay home. Ride your own 
trails. What’s so great about west-

ern North Carolina, anyway?
 There’s only 300-plus miles of trail on 

more than 103,000 acres of public land. It’s 
no big deal, really. I mean, some of the trails 
in DuPont State Forest, like Ridgeline, arc 
through sun-dappled hickory and white pine 
forests on such perfect flowy dirt that you 
probably don’t even need suspension. Oh, you 
can rail corners like it’s Weekend at Bermie’s, 
and boost a little air off the plentiful kickers, 
but where’s the challenge in that?

Now, on the other side of Brevard, in Pisgah 
National Forest, the trails get a little rowdier 
and less manicured, with tricky, off-camber 
root sections and rocky step-downs. You’ll 
probably use all your travel clattering down 
V-shaped slots like Upper Black Mountain or 
Farlow Gap. You wouldn’t want to put your 
beloved trail 29er through that, would you?

If you’ve got an enduro bike, I suppose you 
could drive an hour north to Bailey Mountain 
bike park, which features 14 DH trails, 1,000 
feet of vertical drop, and a Stewart & Steven-
son LMTV that serves as the shuttle. 

The riding is so good, it’s the reason Dale 

Katechis, founder of Oskar Blues Brewery 
(they put the can in craft beer) and dedicated 
singlespeeder, decided to pick Brevard as the 
location of his second brewery. You don’t like 
beer, do you? Katechis also bought the REEB 
Ranch, an idyllic farm 20 minutes outside of 
town that offers lodging to mountain bikers (it’s 
where the BICYCLING crew stayed during our 
weeklong test). Pro tip: Unless you enjoy cozy 
cabins with gas fireplaces, tucked up a seclud-
ed forest alley, do not book the 100-year-old 
waterfall cabin, where you’ll savor a Pinner IPA 
on the porch in the evening before being lulled 
to sleep by the nearby Shoals Falls. Sure, you can 
ride over the ridge directly into DuPont the next 
day, but then you wouldn’t get to use your car! 

The Hub and Sycamore Cycles bike shops 
carry only about everything you need, including 
rentals. Your fondest wish for a hoopty hardtail 
will be denied, and you’ll be forced instead to hit 
the trails on stuff like the award-winning Santa 
Cruz Hightower. After your ride, you might be 
waylaid by a Highland IPA on the sunny patio.

Doesn’t all that sound terribly bad? Yeah, you 
don’t want to do that. After all, if you do, then 
you’ll learn how truly amazing Brevard is—and 
then we won’t have the place all to ourselves 
when we return.—joe lindsey

EDITORS’ CHOICE TESTING GROUND: 

BREVARD, NORTH CAROLINA
W

M O U N T A I N  B I K E

EDITORS’ CHOICE
WINNERS

2016

READ THE REVIEWS ON BICYCLING.COM.



Hand assembled at Speedplay in San Diego, California

If you’re satisfi ed with current MTB pedals, then you may not be interested in the Speedplay Syzr. The Syzr is designed differently to deliver 100% of rider power 

directly through the cleats instead of through the spongy rubber lugs of the shoes like the others. The Syzr includes additional features you won’t fi nd anywhere 

like micro-adjustable fl oat, Target Acquisition Technology, and custom fi t options. If you’re tired of wasting power and are ready to adapt to an advanced 

technology that gives you total power effi ciency as well as improved ergonomics, then the Syzr is designed for you. To learn more, visit Speedplay.com. 



YOU NO LONGER 
HAVE TO BUY 

AN XC RACE BIKE 
JUST TO MAKE 

CLIMBING EASIER.

OU NO LONGER 
HAVE TO BUY

No. �� IT USED TO BE THAT IF YOU WERE
an XC-style rider who didn’t race, 
you still had to ride XC race bikes to 
make climbing faster and easier. But 
these race machines often came at the 
expense of trail fun. New trail bikes 
like the 27.5-inch-wheeled Cannon-
dale Habit Carbon and Yeti SB4.5c 
29er f ly uphill with a responsiveness 
and speed that are similar to XC bikes, 
yet still like to party when the trail 
turns downward. Efficient-pedaling 
suspension and lightweight rims and 
tires help harness uphill speed while 
longer-travel forks, dropper posts, 
and longer front centers paired to 
short stems and wide handlebars 
make descending much more playful 
and enjoyable. The Habit was so fast-
feeling on the climbs that even our 
most anti-XC tester said it made him 
think about jumping into a race this 
season.—ron koch

Left: On the Yeti 
SB4.5c, you can 
hoof it up fast and
rip back down. 
Right: The Juliana 
Roubion egged us 
on with slack angles 
and big travel.



WOMEN’S 
MOUNTAIN 
BIKES ARE 

GETTING LESS 
SPECIFIC TO 

WOMEN—AND 
AS A RESULT, 

SUPER DIALED.
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�� THE FIVE WOMEN’S BIKES THAT 
earned our Editors’ Choice designation 
hit varying price points and riding styles. 
But they have one thing in common: 
They share a frame with their unisex 
counterparts.

Internally, we used to call it the 
Juliana approach: Rebrand an exist-
ing frame, and change only the touch 
points (saddle, cranks, and handlebar) 
and other parts whose performance 
most strongly correlates to body size and 
weight to better suit female riders. Juli-
ana wasn’t the only brand to do it, but it 
was the most strategic about messaging 
that philosophy while other brands were 
marketing women’s-specific frames. “We 
believe in delivering the best trail-riding 
experience possible by trusting in prov-
en geometries and engineering,” brand 
manager Katie Zaffke told us last fall. 

When Yeti and Specialized—which 
had previously relied on women’s-specific  
frames—released new women’s trail 
bikes last year, they used the same 
approach. All three brands say that 

female riders overwhelmingly told them, 
“We want the same frames as the guys.”

These bikes use small, thoughtful 
changes to make a big difference. Yeti, 
for example, spec’d lighter wheels, a 
narrower bar, smaller chainring, and 
a shock tuned for lighter riders on the 
Yeti SB5c Beti. But it kept the same 
slacker, longer geometry that made the 
bike ride bigger than its stated travel on 
burly descents.

And the resulting bikes ripped—or 
rather, we ripped while we were riding 
them. The Specialized Rhyme 6Fattie 
blew up our fun-o-meters with its 3-inch-
wide plus tires. The Norco Fluid 7.2 
Forma hung in so well on our techy home 
trails that we forgot we were on a $1,775 
bike. The Juliana Furtado proved to be 
an exceedingly well-rounded everyday 
trail bike. The Juliana Roubion floated 
down the choppiest, fastest DH-style  
terrain. These bikes made us push harder 
and go bigger, knowing that they were 
as up for the challenge as any other on 
the trail.—gloria liu

No. 4 // Women’s Mountain Bikes
continued from p. 75

The Specialized Rhyme 6Fattie converted 
the plus-tire skeptics in our test group.





No.
NEW-SCHOOL 29ERS 
ABSOLUTELY RIP. | continued on p.80

The Ibis 
Ripley LS 
takes a 
previous 
Editors’ 
Choice 
winner and 
gives it a 
little more 
attitude.
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�� HATERS OF 29ERS CHARACTERIZED  
the bikes as heavier, slower feeling, and 
awkward to maneuver, despite the big-
ger wheels’ ability to clear obstacles, 
gobble up rough terrain, and roll faster. 
And a lot of early 29ers did make these 
compromises. But particularly in the 
past two years, brands have honed 
in on what the bikes do best and are 
designing around those strengths: roll-
over, the ability to track well and hold a 
line, and the added volume of the larg-
er-diameter wheels (which allows for 
lower tire pressures and more traction).

More of us have also shifted away 
from pure XC-based designs in favor of 
the more all-around riding experience 
better served by trail bikes. On bikes 
such as the Trek Fuel EX 9.9, stems 
got shorter and bars got wider, forks got 
bigger, tubes got bigger and stiffer, and 
linkage designs improved, all to achieve 
better handling and trail capability. The 
development of wider Boost hub spac-
ing allowed for shorter chainstays and 

a reduction of the wheelbase, making 
the Fuel more agile. The Ibis Ripley LS 
is another shining example—it’s a lon-
ger, slacker, and stouter version of the 
Ripley trail 29er that won an Editors’ 
Choice award last year. This year’s ver-
sion is more rowdy on descents while 
retaining the best traits of the original 
Ripley—it is “fun spirited, nimble, and 
easy to love,” said one tester. 

 Some of the best bikes we’ve seen in 
the past year are short-travel trail 29ers 
that combine 120mm or less of rear 
wheel travel with longer forks. Bikes 
like the Yeti SB4.5c and the Pivot Mach 
429 Trail give you the crisp climbing 
abilities of an XC bike, but descend like 
models with much longer travel, strik-
ing a great balance between big-hit 
capability and nimble, precise piloting. 

If you decided a couple of seasons 
ago that you were skeptical of 29ers, 
do yourself a favor: Get out and ride 
this iteration. You’ll be amazed. 
—mike yozell

No. 5 // New-School 29ers
continued from p. 79

The Ibis Ripley LS, charging hard.
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�� BIKES MIGHT BE GETTING PRICIER  
at the top end. But there are incredible 
deals too: better technology for nom-
inally more money, sometimes less. 
For example, the Giant Stance 2 fea-
tures better suspension components 
and brakes; a nicer, stiffer aluminum 
frame; and more efficient, 27.5-inch 
wheels and grippier tires than its 2009 
equivalent, the company’s Trance X 
2. Adjusted for inflation, this year’s 
bike is $157 less expensive. What in the 
name of Horst Leitner is going on here?

For one, suspension has improved 
dramatically in the past decade, trick-
ling quality designs down. As well, old-
er patents on some of the most endur-
ing designs, like the original FSR/
Horst Link and VPP, began to expire 
a couple of years ago, allowing small-
er brands to offer variations without 
licensing fees. 

Components are also getting bet-
ter and more affordable. SRAM GX 
brought 1x down to 2016 models that 
had 2x drivetrains for the same price 
last year; its new $318 NX group will 
soon bring 1x to sub-$1,000 bikes. KS, 
Gravity, Fox, and Specialized now have 
dropper posts in the $300 range. Shi-
mano’s Deore disc brake is heavier 
than higher-level versions, but enables 
reliable one-finger braking.

 Bike designers are getting more 
creative. The $2,100 Specialized Fuse 
Expert 6Fattie marries plus tires to an 
aluminum hardtail frame with a drop-
per post, and WTB Scraper rims. In 
Downieville, California, one tester 
was able to boost air and have a blast 
with expert riders on pricier full-sus-
pension bikes (with no flats, he adds). 

 Once you have the bike, the cost 
of entry to mountain biking, on 
a ride-by-ride basis, is effectively 
zero. And with the performance of  
value-oriented bikes today, the initia-
tion fee to get in—and to have a damn 
good time—is even lower.—j.l.

�� FAQ NUMBER ONE: WHAT EXACTLY IS an 
enduro bike? Bikes in this emerging category 
have 150 to 160mm of travel, stiff frames, and 
(at the high end) lightweight components. 
Some complete bikes weigh in at only 27 or 
28 pounds. But it’s their long top tubes, low 
bottom brackets, and slack head angles that 
set them apart. Unlike their all-mountain 
progenitors, which were often a collection 
of compromises, these new models prioritize 
high-speed descents. Most pedal well and 
climb capably enough to ride almost any-
where, but they are bred to slay steep, fast, 
high-pucker-factor terrain so well that they 
wouldn’t be out of place in a bike park.

Take the 2016 Giant Reign. The bike’s top 
tube (and reach) is nearly two inches longer 
than the previous version, and its bottom 
bracket is nearly an inch closer to the ground. 
The head-tube angle went from 67 degrees 
to 65, and its wheelbase expanded from 44.5 
inches to 46.9. Yet it weighs only 27 pounds 

and pedals efficiently. Like other true enduro 
bikes, including the Canyon Strive, it is a 
mini-downhill bike that is lighter and rela-
tively easier to handle. 

But numbers schnumbers—what all 
those angles mean is that when you’re roll-
ing down a steep chute, your ass is closer to 
the rear hub than the front one. That makes 
it less likely that you’ll go toppling over the 
bar when you hit a rock or rut. So you can 
ride with more speed, more control, and 
gobs of stability. 

If you often find yourself barreling down 
steep hills, skipping over rocks, then snap-
ping around a 90-degree bend and sprinting 
to the next corner, all as fast as possible—
whether competing in a race or just chasing 
friends to the bottom of your local trail—
check out a 2016 enduro bike. They handle 
burly trail-riding situations like these better 
than anything that has come before them. 
—louis mazzante 

ENDUROOOO!6No.

YOU CAN 
GET MORE 
BIKE FOR 
LESS 
SKRILLA.
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Left: The Canyon 
Strive fitting right 
in at Bailey Moun-
tain Bike Park. Right:  
The Specialized Fuse 
6Fattie might be 
the funnest hardtail 
we’ve ridden. 



Let Your 
Feet Rage

These trail shoes 
can keep up

� Giro Terraduro
Giro says this is an enduro 
shoe, but really it’s excellent 
for any sort of mountain bik-
ing. Though the moderately 
lugged Vibram-rubber sole 
adds some weight, it walks and 
grips well almost everywhere. 
The fit is slightly roomy, but 
more racing shoe than hiking 
boot, with good heel retention. 
Sole stiffness is about a seven 
out of 10; power transfer feels 
efficient, but there’s enough 
give to maintain comfort 
through a long day. Giro seems 
to have addressed the issue of 
delamination on earlier sam-
ples.—matt phillips

� Pearl Izumi X-Alp Launch II
If your idea of a good trail adven-
ture involves a little hiking, you’ll 
appreciate the X-Alp. Flexier mate-
rial under the toes and heel and 
a treaded outsole make the X-Alp 
feel similar to a light hiking shoe 
off the bike, while a carbon shank 
embedded in the cleat area and a 
snug fit provide noticeable pedaling 
efficiency. The reinforced toe box 
protects against rocks. They took 
longer to break in than most shoes, 
but then became a go-to for rough-
and-tumble rides.—gloria liu

PRICE
$180

WEIGHT
834 
grams/
pair (41)

PRICE $160

WEIGHT 760
g/pair (42)
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� Shimano SH-M200 Torbal
Torbal stands for torsional bal-
ance, and this sole allows the 
heel to flex independently of 
the stiffer forefoot section for 
better control at the pedals. It 
seems to work—some testers 
have noted fewer unwanted 
pedal releases when flexing 
their feet in trickier sections. 
The sole’s soft, grippy rubber 
also clings well to unclipped 
pedals and to slippery rocks 
when you’re walking. Longer 
cleat slots offer enough range 
of adjustment even for me—I 
often have to position my cleats 
all the way back on most shoes. 
Inner-ankle protection softens 
blows from stays and crank 
arms.—ron koch

� Specialized 2FO Cliplite
The long, deep cleat channel and low-
profile tread with beveled edges (the 
treads on most other shoes have ped-
al-grabbing points) make it so easy to 
clip in and out that I had to increase 
the tension on my SPD pedals. Great 
sole stiffness, light weight, a snug 
heel cup, and a conforming fit provide 
near-XC-style efficiency. I usually ride 
clipless 75 percent of the time and flat 
pedals otherwise (on very technical 
rides to quickly dab or step off). But 
the 2FO Cliplites now have me clip-
ping in 95 percent of the time.—r.k.

� SCOTT Shr-alp RS
Boa closures on top of the instep reliably dial in your 
connection to the shoe, and a stiff-but-not-too-stiff sole 
with wide lugs provides good traction while you’re hiking, 
even in the mud. The insole has adjustable arch support, 
and the tough exterior has scuff guards in all the right 
spots. The shoe even reaches high on the inside to pro-
tect ankles from hits to the cranks.—mike yozell

PRICE $180

WEIGHT 904 
g/pair (46)

PRICE
$180

WEIGHT
860

g/pair 
(43)

PRICE
$180

WEIGHT
924 
g/pair 
(45.5)
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VYNL 
Road
Even cooler than 
that ’57 original 
pressing of Monk’s 
Music you snagged 
from the 25-cent 
bargain bin
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The aerodynamic, lightweight Overtake with Aerocore™ construction featuring Koroyd® 
absorbs 30% more energy than traditional helmets, allowing you to pursue your thrill, 
wherever it may take you.

Pursue your thrill.

The experience is everything.™ 
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PRICE $1,699 (frame with ENVE 2.0 
fork) WEIGHT 16.1 LB, as tested (53CM)

W H AT  Y O U 
N E E D  T O  K N O W

Made in the USA 
� Creak-free 

threaded bot-
tom bracket  �

Clearance for up 
to 28mm tires �

Six stock colors; 
custom hues 

available for extra 
charge � Every 

frame ships with 
a vinyl record

I DON’T THINK I’ve ever tested a bike 
so many people told me is cool. 

“VYNL? Cool name.” 
“That color is so cool.”
“It’s US-made? Cool.”
Our design director, Jesse South-

erland, described this bike as, “Super 
fresh. Fresh in the best meaning of the 
word. Not over the top, but enough 
to easily stand out in a crowd. The 
logo pairs perfectly with the color 
and somehow manages to feel urban, 
ultramodern, and low-fi all at once in 
a good, real way—like a rad party, not 
like a McDonald’s commercial.”

Aluminum can be an excellent mate-
rial for a race bike: lighter than steel, 
more communicative than titanium, 
much cheaper than carbon. The right 
bike maker can give it a damped, 
almost smooth ride that also feels stiff 
and swift—like a good carbon bike, but 
more…metal. It can be organic, gritty, 
and earthy, as if even after its elements 
were mined from the earth it somehow 
stayed connected to its core.

VYNL doesn’t manufacture the bike, 
but it made good choices in the design 
and the builders. The frame is alive 
with stiffness and reactivity, damped 
but not quite smooth, and almost too 
aggressive—but only almost. You can 
feel the road, but it does not exact 
punishment. Compared with today’s 
stiffest carbon bikes, it is average, jump-
ing well when you demand a change in 
pace, but better at tempo climbing and 
driving over rollers. In those instances, 
it feels like everything is in sync and you 
couldn’t possibly go any faster. 

This bike handles as it looks: tight 
and quick, almost seeming to move 
before you think about moving. But 
it’s not twitchy and is surprisingly 
settled once you lock in a line. While it 
is a good bike for riding hard for glory 
or catharsis, when you simply want to 
ride and take the world in, the VYNL is 
also smooth, light, predictable, pleas-
ant, and fun.

It’s a cool bike. And when you’re 
cool, you have nothing to prove. As 
Jesse put it, “I felt like, ‘Yeah, I’m chill 
and just wanna have a good ride.’ I felt 
like I was riding in a stealthy van with a 
disco ball inside.”—matt phillips

Stuff
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Cervélo C5 Dura-Ace Di2
The soul of a rocket ship, the heart of an endurance bike

IF GREAT ENDURANCE BIKES
feel as good at mile 75 as they do 
at mile one, then Cervélo’s new C5 
may be the best I’ve ridden. Taking 
a sharp turn away from its focus on 
race bikes, the company has engi-
neered a riding position, sense of 
stability, and a comfort level opti-
mized for the recreational cyclist. Yet 
the C5 is also incredibly fun, because 
like all Cervélos, it is stiff and loves to 
go fast. Whether I was tapping out a 
spirited climb or hammering out of 
the saddle, the bike gave up surpris-
ingly little speed, making serpentine 
roads feel like roller coasters.

Cervélo builds the fork in its 
California facility—the same place 
it makes the $10,000 (that’s the 
frame only) superlight Rca—and 
the front end is one of the smooth-
est I have ridden, well matched to 
the feel from the rear. Long stays 
and a relaxed head angle make for a 
stable, predictable bike both on and 
off the pavement. A lower bottom 
bracket than the company’s R-series 
race bike not only offers great sta-
bility, but also effectively raises the 
handlebar without resorting to a tall, 
gangly head tube. The HED Ardennes 
Plus LT wheels’ generous 21mm 

inner rim widths make the 28mm 
tires measure closer to 30mm. The 
C5 can accommodate only up to a 
31mm tire, which is a shame: I briefly 
squeezed on some 35s, and the 
bike seemed to almost levitate over 
rough roads. Unfortunately, the tire 
rubbed the chainstay protector. 

The C5 is part of a new gen-
eration of endurance bikes that are 
designed for variable surfaces, have 
even more stable geometry than 
their predecessors, and room for 
bigger tires. After experiencing its 
stunning ride, I now know every rea-
son we’re going there.—ron koch 
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PRICE $9,000
WEIGHT 16.6 LB (58CM)

W H AT  Y O U 
N E E D  T O  K N O W

Not a race bike, but feels 
almost as fast as one �
Stable-handling geom-
etry � Fits up to 31mm 

tires � 850-gram frame, 
350-gram fork � $4,300 
C3 version also available



Join Team In Training and help save lives in some of the most beautiful places in the U.S. 

Whether it’s a 100 mile century ride, 60 mile or even a 25 mile ride, participants come  

together to raise funds for blood cancer cures. 

JOIN THE TEAM: TEAMINTRAINING.ORG/CYCLE
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Speedvagen OG1
It’s handbuilt, you can get it fast, and it’s purple
by bill strickland

� Sacha White is a 39-year-
old frame builder whose 
welding skill, aesthetic, and 
innovative designs make him 
one of the best of the post-
Sachs generation of frame 
builders and a leader in the 
resurgence of handbuilt US 
bikes. (We chose him as one 
of our new heroes of cycling, 
page 48.)

� White founded Speed-
vagen in 2006 to get bikes to 
customers more quickly after 
the wait times for the ones 
he personally built under his 
original brand, Vanilla, grew 
to about five years.

� White conceives, designs, 
and approves all Speed-
vagens, but they are built by a 
collective of trusted torchers 
and thus can be delivered in 
two to 12 months.

� The Speedvagen OG1 is 
the first in White’s new Ready 
Made program, which limits 

customers to stock sizes, two 
colors, and one component 
spec, but slashes the wait to 
two weeks or less—and the 
cost from more than $10,000 
to $5,385 for a complete bike.

� The OG1, made with 
Columbus and True Temper 
steel tubing drawn especially 
for Speedvagen, comes in 
five sizes and two colors, 
Matte Army and Matte Lav-
ender, both in the subtly 
logoed “ghost” scheme.

� The OG1 gets a mix of 
Shimano Ultegra and Dura-
Ace, a painted-to-match 
ENVE fork, Mavic Ksyrium 
Elite wheels, Fi’zi:k Antares 
saddle, and Ritchey seatpost 
head and PRO PLT stem. (We 
tested an early build, shown 
here, with a seatmast and an 
ENVE cockpit and wheels.)

� Like a previous Speed-
vagen we tested, the ride has 
a crisp, edgy, and aggressive 

feel uncommon to steel, yet 
retains a good amount of the 
material’s traditional quality 
of smoothness, referred to as 
“glassy” by one tester.

� This is a bike made to be 
raced or ridden with race-
inspired fervor—one for 
cyclists who want to be 
thrilled more than enthralled.

� At speed, the bike is quick 
under command, smooth 
no matter how much torque 
you’re putting into it (wheth-
er from pedaling, wrenching 
the bar for a sprint, or rail-
ing into corners), and, with a 
balanced feel from front to 
back, gives the sensation of 
tautness during the wildest 
moments of a ride. 

� Yet for all its edginess, 
it remains, as one tester 
expounded, “Delicious—as 
if the world’s best-tasting 
ice-cream cone were made 
from steel.”
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PRICE
$5,385
WEIGHT

16.3 LB, AS 
TESTED 
(54CM)



1 / Bontrager Aeolus 
3 TLR Disc D3
These carbon wheels boast 
a generous 19.5mm inner 
rim width (which takes up to 
40mm tires), aero profiling, 
and tubeless compatibility. 
The disc-brake clincher ver-
sion with 30mm-deep rims 
provided a lively, quick, and 
laterally stiff feel regard-
less of the tire or bike it was 
matched to. Not only did the 
hubs (made by DT Swiss) con-
tinue to run smooth after a 
full season, but also the mod-
ular end cap system allows me 
to quickly swap these wheels 
on bikes with quick releases 
or thru-axles. Going tubeless 
was easy, and I got through 
testing with zero flats. For 
a few extra grams, you get 
durability and no rider weight 
limit. $2,850 WEIGHT 1,457 
grams/pair—ron koch

2 / Mavic Ksyrium 
Pro Carbon SL T Disc
I’m a huge fan of disc brakes 
on road bikes. But I’m also a 
weight weenie. The Ksyrium 
Pro Carbon SL T (for tubu-
lar) wheelset eliminates this 
conflict. It made my test bike 
lighter and feel quicker to 
accelerate. Most disc-brake 
road wheels I’ve tried ride 
heavy and numb, but these 
are compliant and lively, 
and are plenty stiff later-
ally, to make the bike handle 
more accurately and climb 
efficiently. Yeah, they are 
expensive, and tubulars can 
be a hassle. But they are also 
the best disc road wheels 
I’ve tested. $2,399 WEIGHT

1,345g/pair, 518g/pair for 
Mavic Yksion tires (included)
—matt phillips

3 / Zipp 30Course 
Disc-Brake Clincher
We’ve been wailing on these 
aluminum, tubeless-ready 
wheels, and besides their 
value—they share aerody-
namic shaping with Zipp’s 
carbon 202 Firecrests—we’re 
impressed by their durability. 
After a year of mixed-terrain 
riding, our 30Courses have 
nary a scratch, and the 
fat, 21mm-wide rims have 
resisted dinging when they 
bottomed out off-road. On 
pavement, they helped a steel 
adventure bike ride lighter, 
with the easy acceleration we 
associate with some carbon 
wheels. $445 front, $555 
rear WEIGHT 1,653g/pair
—gloria liu

4 / Rolf Prima Alsea
The Alsea is listed under XC 
and Gravel on Rolf’s website 
because this carbon-hooped, 
tubeless-ready offering is 
good for both applications. 
It’s light and stiff enough to 
handle all-out thrashing in 
an XC mountain bike race, 
and its 23mm internal rim 
width offers excellent sup-
port while adding volume to 
both gravel and mountain 
tires. Rolf’s patented paired 
spoke lacing reduces weight 
at the rim, making the wheels 
spin up fast and keep rolling 
with minimal wasted watts. 
Made-in-the-USA hubs fea-
ture fast engagement and a 
titanium freehub. $2,549 
with ceramic-coated col-
ored hubs ($2,399 stock) 
WEIGHT 1,460g/pair—mike 
yozell

Stuff

These wheels will punch up the ride 
on your disc-brake road bike

More Woo!
1

2

3

4
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LIMITED-EDITION  

ARTIST SERIES  
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A recurring, unequivocal, indefensible endorsement 
of things that make us happy BY EMILY FURIA

Recommended

1 UTW Bags
Messential

Even after nine years of 
use, this custom mes-
senger bag—made by a 
two-person team outside 
Ottawa—shows hardly any 
wear. My favorite features 
are the (turquoise!) water-
proof liner and removable 
tool pouch—and the fact 
that nobody will ever grab 
it by mistake off a baggage 
claim. $145 stock; $150 and 
up for custom

5 A midride cannoli
The Philadelphia area 

has more Italian Ameri-
cans than just about 
anywhere in the US 
(besides New York City). 
Translation: There’s 
a glorious number of 
cannoli within riding 
distance of my home. 
The ricotta-filled pastries 
boost my energy and 
spirits but don’t travel 
well—a great excuse to 
give my legs a riposo.

2 Thule RideAlong 
Mini  When I told my 

16-month-old daughter 
it was time to disembark 
from this bike seat, 
she uttered one word: 
“Nooooooooo!” I love 
its ease of installation, 
padded straps, and child-
size handlebar—and 
because she’s in front 
of me, I can observe my 
little outdoors-lover 
marveling over robins 
and squirrels. $170

4 Outdoor Research 
Zenga Hoody

I’ve never been lucky 
enough to be nuzzled 
by a pack of kittens 
(#lifegoals), but I imag-
ine it feels a lot like 
slipping into the Zenga. 
The soft fabric is so 
lightweight I barely real-
ize I’m wearing it, and 
the nearly hidden side 
zipper pocket is a great 
place to stash a key, ID, 
and coffee cash. $80

3 Dr. Bronner’s 
Peppermint Pure-

Castile Liquid Soap 
When you’re done reading 
the fine print—a combina-
tion of practical tips and 
cryptic philosophical 
tenets—use the aromatic 
blend of mint and organic 
oils to clean up after a ride, 
shave your legs, or make 
your bike shine. Just don’t 
put it anywhere on your 
body you wouldn’t put em-
bro. Trust me. $4.50 (4 oz.)

CHOSEN BY
�

Deputy 
editor Emily 
Furia, who 

races sprint 
triathlons 
to get in 

shape for 
long bakery 

rides.

2�
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He now admits to moments of youthful 
rebellion and self-sabotage, too. His immatu-
rity. That spring he booked a long flight home 
and spent the week prior to one of Europe’s 
most challenging stage races visiting Rachel 
in Sydney. 

At the midpoint of the season, he wrote Gus 
and his father saying he wanted out. Lachlan’s 
father, who’d built his own successful indus-
trial magnet company and provided so much 
for his sons, responded in a tone Lachlan says 
he’d never heard before, brusque and business-
like, “You don’t move away from something,” 
he said. “You move toward something.” 

And so, seeing no other way to make a liv-
ing—and because, Lachlan says, “I’ve never 
felt any pressure from my dad, but I respect 
him greatly and know he doesn’t say some-
thing like that lightly”—Lachlan decided to 
rededicate himself to racing. He isolated him-
self in his training. He wasn’t happy, but he 
got fast—very fast. 

 
often after journeys so filled with 
the promise of enlightenment, like the one 
Lachlan and Gus took to Uluru, no radical 
transformation actually occurs. The travelers 
go back to their daily lives, perhaps even to the 
same perspective they hoped would change. 
Following the trip, Lachlan returned to profes-
sional cycling for the 2014 season. Visa issues 
kept him away from his favorite events in the 
US, and he remained disenchanted with the 
competitive side of the sport. That, he says, 
led to a year “you basically have to write off.” 

Still, Uluru wouldn’t let go. The brothers 
began collaborating on a project based on 
the trip. Gus turned the video and interview 
footage into a film. They called the 48-minute  
documentary Thereabouts and released it in 
August 2014. People connected with their 
story: how the Morton brothers abandoned 
so many constraints of modern cycling. How 
they so beautifully captured the freedom 
and discovery and friendship of riding bikes. 
How they bared their souls and their personal 
struggles as prodigal bike racers. They held 
sold-out screenings in Sydney and Melbourne, 
and in Portland, Oregon. The film accrued 
72,000 online views (and counting).

In the month leading up to their trip, Gus 
had seen his old form, and his competitive 
spirit, return. During his first hour-long 
ride, he bonked so badly that he required two 
pounds of jelly beans simply to make it home. 
But just a couple of weeks later, he managed to 
ride beside Lachlan for five hours in the pour-
ing rain. “You could do this again, you know?” 

indulgences he’d abstained from as a racer.
He had a beautiful girlfriend, a great home. 

“I could do whatever the fuck I wanted. But I 
wasn’t at all happy,” Gus says. “And I couldn’t 
work out why.”

when the outback trip was over, 
after they’d reached Uluru, Gus had taken a 
plane back to Port Macquarie with the two 
friends who’d joined them. Rachel had flown 
out to meet Lachlan, and the couple had taken 
their time, camping and sightseeing on the 
long drive home. It was on a narrow desert 
road where they encountered the wedge-tailed 
eagle. The raptor, one of the world’s largest 
birds of prey, lay on the blacktop dying, its 
head twisted to one side, wings still extended. 
The bikes littered the side of the road. 

Back at home, it took Lachlan nearly a week 
before he could will himself to sort through 
the detritus of his broken bicycles. The  
Garmin Sharp Cervélo could not be salvaged; 
yet the custom titanium Mosaic gravel grind-
er built specifically for his journey into the 
outback—the bike that had carried Lach-
lan across mountain ranges and down mile 
after mile of dirt road—that bike, despite a 
few minor scratches (talon marks, perhaps), 
remained intact.

Lachlan had taken the trip to escape rac-
ing. Even though it was December, a critical 
month for training, he hadn’t told his coach, 
hadn’t informed his team. Since he was a 
boy, he’d loved riding a bicycle, and now, as  
a well-salaried racer, he hated it. He hated  
racing’s dogmatic opinions on the proper and 
improper ways to ride; its rigid structure, 
every moment and movement scheduled; the 
way he saw some of the world’s most beauti-
ful places from a peloton or a bus window, but 
never really experienced them. 

He hated that he hated it—he knew he was 
supposed to love it. 

Even before he finally found professional 
success at those 2013 races in Utah and Colora-
do, he’d tried to quit. He’d wanted to continue 
racing for a smaller, developmental team, but 
at the end of the 2012 season, Garmin Sharp’s 
development program lost its sponsorship and 
his contract required that he continue racing 
for the same team, so in 2013, up to the big 
leagues he went. 

A series of misfortunes set him back  
immediately—a concussion caused by a  
collision with a motorbike in Australia,  
a broken collarbone after being struck by a 
car in Mallorca, a crash with an inattentive 
tourist in Switzerland. 
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amateurs and sleeping on the couches of strang-
ers. The team’s long-tenured director, Danny 
Van Haute, even agreed to accommodate the 
brothers’ desire to go on more adventures and 
make more films. But he made no long-term 
promises. He could always find another young 
and talented racer, someone else who wanted 
it that much more.  

And the brothers made plans for another 
Thereabouts film—500 miles in five days, in the 
spring of 2015 from Boulder, Colorado, to Moab, 
Utah. They recruited two pro racers to join them: 
an American, Taylor Phinney, who was working 
his way back from a horrific and near career-
ending injury, and Cam Wurf, a top Australian 
racer who’d taken a mysterious yearlong sab-
batical from the sport. They wondered if these 
racers, too, might find catharsis by bike. Lachlan 
would map out the route and organize the trip. 
Gus would direct and edit the film. 

it is a wednesday in the summer of 
2015, a few weeks prior to Lachlan Morton’s 
return to the USA Pro Challenge. This morn-
ing he will ride his road bike on a path between 
Breckenridge and Vail, Colorado. A magnet will 
detach and fall off of his bike and his power 
meter will stop functioning.

He will have completed just two of the five, 
5-minute intervals on his daily training sched-
ule when he’ll pull into the parking lot of a  
convenience store, walk inside, and return with 
a tube of Super Glue. He will douse the bottom 
bracket with adhesive, and hold the magnet in 
place. It will fall off. He will press it on again. It 
will fall off again. “Doesn’t count if I don’t have 
a power file, right?” he’ll say.

He is based out of Breckenridge, riding at 
nearly 10,000 feet in altitude and doing inter-
val repeats up mountain passes, in preparation 
for the USA Pro Challenge, the race in which two 
years prior, he wore the leader’s jersey, became 
anointed, and found himself losing his passion 
for cycling. He is here to prove to himself that he 
can still compete against the world’s best, and 
not hate the process. By now, David and Annie 
Morton have moved themselves and their indus-
trial magnet business to Colorado. And in the 
months preceding the 2015 season, both Lachlan 
and Gus have married their longtime girlfriends, 
Rachel and Louise. Lachlan and Rachel and Gus 
and Louise now live with David and Annie under 
one roof in a large house in Boulder.

The glue won’t cure, so Lachlan will walk back 
inside the store and reappear with a long strip 
of masking tape. He’ll wrap the tape around the 
magnet. The magnet will adhere, and he’ll com-
plete his remaining efforts. Then he will ride up 

and to share all of this with the person who  
perhaps understood him better than anyone, 
his brother, Gus—while still somehow making 
a living as a professional bike racer.

Gus didn’t deserve to return to the sport 
where he did, where the brothers landed, on 
Jelly Belly-Maxxis, a scrappy American team 
sponsored by the iconic jelly bean brand. Mean-
while Lachlan had dropped two rungs down the 
professional ladder, back to racing alongside 

Lachlan told him. “I’d already been thinking 
that,” Gus replied.

At the end of the 2014 race season, Lach-
lan called his agent. He’d never made specific 
demands. But now he said, “Find me a new team, 
one that will take me—and Gus.” In the outback, 
Lachlan says, “I realized I still loved riding, but 
I hated the situation I was in.” He sought to set 
his own terms—to satisfy his desire to explore, 
to ride his bike for more than just performance, 
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will decide to race another year with Jelly Belly 
alongside his brother. They’ll discuss making 
another film, this time in Patagonia.

For Lachlan Morton, the 2015 season will end 
at the World Championships in Richmond, Vir-
ginia, where his team will compete in the team 
time trial. Following his final race of the year, 
Lachlan will go on a series of cycling tours. He’ll 
ride with Gavin down the iconic Blue Ridge 
Parkway to Asheville, North Carolina—Gavin’s 
first such cycling trip, a long multiday ride sim-
ply for the sake of riding.

Then during the winter, Lachlan will return 
to Australia with Rachel and will ride alone for 
five days from Sydney up to Port Macquarie. 
He’ll detour into the Blue Mountains west of 
Sydney, riding past the cascading Wentworth 
Falls, and along a dirt path tracing the Narrow 
Neck Plateau above a deep green canyon. Then 
he’ll track north through Dunedoo and Mudgee 
and the grassy, rolling hills of the Australian 
bush, the rural farmland between the coast and 
the outback.

At the town of Tamworth, on the edge of the 
Great Dividing Range, he will turn south toward 
Port Macquarie. He’ll ride through tiny towns—
“Just one pub and one grocery store. To me, 
that’s the real Australia”—and down the nar-
row and tree-canopied roads where he spent  so 
much time riding and racing with the Real Aus-
sie Kids. He will recall how much    he loved that 
period in his life, and how much  he loved riding, 
and he’ll see how he has attempted to recreate 
that in his current life, with his current team, 
with his family surrounding him.

He’ll battle hundreds of miles of headwinds 
and let the sun burn his skin. He’ll stop and eat 
a giant plate of fried eggs and toast, and enjoy a  
midride beer when he pleases. At the end of one 
particularly long and exhausting day, he will 
stop and order an espresso and pour it into his 
can of Coke. He will take a photo and post it on 
Instagram, and in his caption he will write, “I 
drank from the fountain of youth.” 

suite, poring over storyboards and clips. His 
father asks, “How will you make money off this 
thing?” And Lachlan admits he’s not exactly 
sure. 

In a few weeks, Lachlan will prove to him-
self he can still ride with the world’s best. He’ll 
place fifth overall at the 2015 USA Pro Chal-
lenge. He will revel in playing the antagonist, 
and will regain the adulation of racing fans. 
But he’ll also ride in support of a teammate, 
Gavin Mannion, a young and talented racer 
devoted to reaching the sport’s pinnacle. Lach-
lan will help Gavin to place one position higher 
than himself. 

Over the course of the 2015 season, Lachlan 
will see how, to his striving teammates, pro 
racing feels like a privilege, not an obligation—
how they gladly sleep on floors and race for 
next to nothing to earn an opportunity—and 
this will inspire him. He’ll learn other things, 
too. Seemingly silly things, like when they’re 
at a café and Gavin tells him, “If you ever need 
to get out of a dark place, pour your espresso 
into a Coke.” Lachlan will laugh. Perhaps this 
is the fountain of youth, the holy grail, he’ll 
joke. Despite offers from larger teams, Lachlan 
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the steepest pitch of Vail Pass two times con-
secutively, climbing for an hour total. 

During this season Lachlan has struck a deal 
with his coach. He trains in three-day blocks. 
On the first two days he does prescribed inter-
val workouts. On the third, he rides the way he 
loves to—in search of new vistas, hammering 
when the mood strikes. On these days, he is 
sometimes on his bike as the sun rises, and 
not home until it sets. The paper map he uses 
to trace the little-used dirt roads that rise into 
the high mountains surrounding Breckenridge 
is soft from use, its creases worn from all the 
unfolding. His views on training have cast 
him as an outdated iconoclast amidst a pelo-
ton increasingly plugged in. He won’t even 
try to deny that interval training works, that 
there’s a place for science in sport. But it can 
quickly choke the beauty out of riding a bike. 
Sure, you can’t quantify passion or measure 
the emotion of a ride, but does that mean you 
shouldn’t try?

Specialized has provided Lachlan and Gus 
with equipment and financial support for their 
second Thereabouts film. And between races and 
training, Gus sequesters himself in an editing 
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ADVENTURES
A CYCLIST’S ULTIMATE GUIDE TO EPIC GETAWAYS AROUND THE WORLD

WORLDWIDE

CLASSIC ADVENTURES since 1979 – 

Distinctive cycling vacations, expert guides, 

gourmet cuisine, renowned lodging, full support. 

New York Finger Lakes, Erie Canal, NY Hudson 

River Valley, Quebec, Natchez Trace, Vermont, 

Texas, France, Greece, Crete, Germany, Austria & 

Lake Constance. Free Catalog! 800-777-8090, 

www.classicadventures.com

VACATION BICYCLING – Treat yourself to 

a fun, beautiful and unforgettable 7-day bicycle 

tour! Mississippi River Trail & New Orleans $1599; 

The Florida Keys & Key West $1599; Charleston 

& Savannah $1599; Jackson Hole $1599; Outer 

Banks $1299; and Maui $1699. Come join us! Trips 

are fully supported including hotels, food & SAG. 

Celebrating our 10th year Anniversary.  

706-363-0341 or 800-490-2173.  

www.VacationBicycling.com

EXODUS TRAVELS: BIKE TOURS TO 100+ 
COUNTRIES – Specializing in exotic small 

group & self-guided biking tours to 100 + countries 

worldwide. Featured in The New York Times & 

National Geographic, after 42 years making the 

most of the great outdoors and world by 2 wheels 

is just in their DNA. With Road Biking, Drop Bar, Off 

Road adventures, fully supported & activity levels 

of 1-9, there is something for every traveler. Book 

before 15 Sept 2016 for travel through Dec 2017  

& mention Bicycling Mag to save $150 pp.  

800-267-3347, www.ExodusTravels.com

CROSS-COUNTRY

CROSSROADS CYCLING ADVENTURES –  

20th Anniversary! Los Angeles to Boston or 

anyplace in between. Come ride with Tracy Leiner -  

owner, cyclist and tour director. Tracy travels with 

every group, everyday! Small groups, personal 

attention, business-class hotels and meals. 

Luggage delivered to your hotel rooms and A/C 

turned on BEFORE you arrive! Extensive pre-trip 

support including training plan, weekly newsletters, 

rider/staff introductions and telephone 

conversations. Rider references available.  

800-971-2453, www.crossroadscycling.com

AMERICA BY BICYCLE, INC. – Come join us 

for our 22nd season! We have a cross country tour 

for every cyclist. Choose a touring pace ride, San 

Francisco to New Hampshire in 52 days - 3,850 mi 

or Oregon to Maine in 50 days - 3,690 mi. Can’t get 

away for two months try: Shenandoah/Blue Ridge 

Parkway in 12 days - 690 mi or Maine to Florida in 

25 days - 1,680 mi or Astoria, OR to Newport Beach, 

CA in 23 days - 1,410 mi or the Great Mississippi Ride 

for three weeks - 1,730 mi or kick up the mileage 

and ride LA to Savannah in 27 days - 2,880 miles. 

We offer 34 tours from 5 to 52 days, NO CAMPING! 

Check out our website, web store, and register 

online @ www.abbike.com  888-797-7057

BIG DREAM BIKE TOURS – Newport Beach, 

CA to Pleasure Bay Beach, Boston, MA. Custom 

cue sheets with map and elevation profile, 

GARMIN, hotels, meals, SAG provided. We are 

focused on your Big Dream to ride coast-to-coast. 

Let’s talk! 844-379-2453,  

www.bigdreambiketours.com

CYCLE AMERICA® – Enjoy a Fully Supported 

Cycling Vacation this Summer. Explore North 

America’s treasures on an epic Coast-to-Coast 

tour from Seattle to Boston. Choose one or ride 

several Cross-State segments. First-Rate Support, 

Great Routes and Good Friends! Let Us Help You 

Plan Your Next Fun and Affordable Adventure. 

800-245-3263, www.CycleAmerica.com

EASTERN STATES

CAROLINA TAILWINDS – 15 destinations from 

Florida to Vermont. Some are easy; others are 

challenging. All offer outstanding cuisine, distinctive 

inns, beautiful bicycling & full route support.  

888-251-3206, www.carolinatailwinds.com

WESTERN STATES

LIFE AT BIKE SPEED – LIZARD HEAD 

CYCLING GUIDES 4 to 14 day supported, car 

free roads, massage therapy, seamless mileage 

options and soul crushing climbs :) For Beginners 

to E.F.I.ers, Featured in the NY Times, Ride with Jan 

Ullrich September 2016. 970-728-5891.  

www.LizardHeadCyclingGuides.com
ROCKY MOUNTAIN CYCLE TOURS – All inclusive road 
cycling and mountain bike adventures in the Canadian 

Rockies, Vancouver Island and beyond.  Ride the world's 
most beautiful mountain road, the Icefields Parkway  

Jasper - Banff!  Experience Europe's best rides on our  
Tour de Mallorca!  Small groups, great food, big smiles!  

Tours for different levels and private trips available!  
Book your trip now and save!  

800-661-BIKE (2453)  
www.rockymountaincycle.com
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Arriving � � Leaving

Melody � � Rhythm

Drop bar1 � � Flat bar 

Classics � � Grand Tours 

CO₂ cartridge � � Pump

Color � � Weight

Low socks � � Tall socks

Fame2 � � Glory 

Flat � � Rolling3

Grace � � Power

Handbuilt4 � � High-tech

Heart � � Legs

Climbing � � Descending

Pack � � Solo 

Racing � � Riding5

Hours � � Miles

Beat � � Cadence

Dirt � � Gravel

East � � West

Be good � � Do good

Sunrise � � Sunset

Fast � � Strong6

Laces � � Straps

Coast � � Pedal

Paved � � Unpaved

Saddle7 � � Pew

Less � � More

1. A road position in the dirt—that’s my favorite kind of cycling. 2. Only because it’s nice to leave something—a legacy that leaves an impression and maybe helps other people in the long 
run. 3. That’s just a good metaphor for life, it’s got a lot of ups and downs. 4. I’ve gotta support everybody who is making things by hand. 5. Riding is more about the friendships and the 
ability to change direction and find new roads. 6. I’d rather go all day than just be able to hit the first climb. 7. It’s always about the church of the black stripe.

JEFF TRAUGOTT
59, builder of 

custom acoustic 
and electric guitars

S A N T A  C R U Z ,  C A L I F O R N I A
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